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Alumni Return for
Weekend Festivities
Decade of Coeducation Commemorated
by Alan Levine and Panipom Phlansunthon

Despite the support of this member of the class of '34 and other returning alumni, Trinity was
defeated by Wesleyan in the annual homecoming football game.
photo by Charles Roscnfielct

Troubles Prompt Van Sale
by Megan White
Due to managerial problems
encountered in coordinating the
use of the student van during the
1978-1979 academic year and due
to the rising cost and impracticality
of maintaining the vehicle, a
decision was made at the November 6 meeting of the Student
Government Association to sell it.
The van has been offered first to
the athletic department. If no
response is received within two
weeks, it will be sold outright, and
a station wagon will be procured in
order to maintain a student transportation vehicle.
1 he idea of operating a van for
student use first appeared in 1976
w
hen the merits of purchasing a
vehicle for student use were
discussed at SGA and Budget
Committee meetings. A student
referendum supporting the obtainm
«nt of a van by the SGA was
Passed, and a van purchased. Since
'hat time the van has been used,
under the direction of an SGA-a
PI>ointed van coordinator by student organizations, individuals,
athletic (earns, and many other
groups.

However, a $600 loss incurred
by the operation of the van last
year, as well a cost factors and
government regulations which rendered the use of the van unfeasible,
prompted the SGA to appoint a
Transportation Committee this fall
to look into an alternate means of
providing students with transportation.
The Transportation Committee,
under the direction of Lyn Snodgrass '82 and 'Dave Clark '80,
issued a report to the SGA
regarding the continued maintenance of the van, which was
discussed at the November 6
meeting. Costs involved in maintaining the van, according to the
Committee, would include a $2,200
insurance bill as well as $100 worth
of immediate garage work. Because of a new law which came into
effect on October 1, which places
restrictions on the use of "service
bus vehicles" carrying over eight
persons, another possible cost
would be thai entailed by the
removal of van sets to conform to
the new law.
A restriction by the service bus
law is that van drivers arc required
to obtain service bus operators

licenses, which would necessitate
the payment of higher wages to
drivers. Significant increased administrative and labor costs would
be involved in maintaining a pool of
authorized drivers, who would
have to be paid $3.00 an hour, and
in license fees for such drivers, at
S20 per license. In view of these
driver restrictions and added costs,
it was determined that if the van
were to be maintained, two seats
would have to be removed in order
to reduce seating to. seven, so that
use of the van would fall within the
guidelines of the new law.
The Transportation Committee
regarded the low gas mileage of the
van (7 miles per gallon) as a factor
that rendered van use "obsolete in
this time of energy conservation."
The Committee also made reference to the prohibitive size of the
vehicle, stating that its use was
only economical if it were transporting fifteen people. In view of
the many problems encountered in
trying to economically maintain the
van, the Transportation Committee
stated in its report, "Though we
agree that some form of student
transportation service should be
cont. on p. 4

Trinity celebrated the tenth anniversary of coeducation, classes
from 1934 to 1974 celebrated their reunions, and hundered of other
alumni and their families arrived on campus this past weekend for
the College's 1979 Reunion and Homecoming.
Joseph Ehlers '14, from Washington D.C., was the oldest
alumnus to register, and dozens of members of the class of 1979
returned to the campus they had recently lett to visit both Inends
and fraternities left behind. According to Jerry Hansen, Director of
Alumni Relations, the class of 1954, celebrating its 25th reunion,
was "coming back in droves."
While most returnees were from the Northeast, alumni returned
from as far as the West Coast and the Virgin Islands. The Alumni
Office had processed more than 2500 ticket orders. While not an
incredibly large turnout. Hansen thought this was probably a little
larger than usual.
Hansen said that special emphasis was being placed on the
College's tenth anniversary of coeducation. The class of 1974,
celebrating its fifth reuinion. was only the second co-ed class to
graduate. To mark this anniversary, three group discussions were
held Saturday morning, focusing on "Coeducation -^ An
Assessment,"" "Women's Athletics: A Winning Tradition," and
••Trinity Alumnae: Beyond the Degree."
Another highlight of the three-day weekend was a recital by
Lh/abuli l.\ia Ros-> "M, a mcm>-sopiano featured vocalist with the
U.S. Army Band. A half-time performance by a marching fife and
drum band from West Hartford brightened an otherwise
disappointing Tnnity-Wcsleyaii fool ball game.
Hansen cmphasi/cd that they were "Tiying to offer something
for everybody. We even have a poelry reading (by Louis Berrom'
'54) in diicct competition with the football game." To achieve
diversity, such event.-, as an alumni-varsity soccer game, an organ
recital and a Hillel service were offered. The Pipes appeared in a
popular concert on Friday evening. The Medieval Studies Room of
the Library was dedicated in honor of Professor Norton Downs of the
history department. President Theodore D. Lockwood presented a
slide show about his Nepal trek, intrigutngly entitled "Rucksacks
and Rhino: A Look at Lantang."
For those longing to return to the classroom, many classes were
open to alumni on Friday. Anyone seeking an intellectual discussion
could lunch with the faculty in Hamlin. The theatre arts department
presented Arthur Schnitzler's "La Ronds."
A special effort was made to offer programs to minority alumni.
Minority alumni outreach was the subject of a group discussion at
cont. on p. 3

Lecture Marks Scott
Room Dedication
by Steven Elmendorf
The Sir Walter Scott room of the
Trinity College Library was dedicated Friday evening in a ceremony
that was highlighted by the dedicatory lectureof Alan BelJ, Assistant
keeper of manuscripts a t the National Libray of Scotland.
The Scott room will contain the
Scott collection of Dr. Norton
Downs, Profesor of History at
Trinity. Downs donated his coilection which is considered one of the
finest in the United States to the
library last year. Sir Walter Scott
was a 19th century Scottish writer.
The room in which the collection will be housed has been
entirely refurbished and panelled.
The panelling in the room is a gift
of Joseph McKelvy '60 and came
from the Pittsburgh home of
McKelvy's father. In addition to
donating the paneling McKelvy
was instrumental in raising the
funds to pay for the installation of
the paneling.

The Downs collection is valued
at over 55,000 and contains fragments of original Scott manuscripts, first editions of Scott
works, collectors sets and other
related works on Scott.
The
Downs' donation puts Trinity's
collection of Scott material on a par
with Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
New York University and the New
York Public Library.
Dean of the Faculty Andrew G.
De Rocco, in remarks made at the
dedication praised Downs for his
genorisity saying it was indicative
of Downs' "sense of institutional
dedication."
College Librarian in commenting on the gift and the Sir Walter
Scott room said, "the whole thing
was just incredible, the Downs
collection is really exceptional material. It's great that Downs and
McKelvy thought enough of the
College and the Library to give
such a wonderful gift."
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Saga Survey, Non-Smoking.
Proposal Highlight SGA Meeting
by Sharon Ann Simoni
The results of the Saga survey,
the possible shortening of Open
Period, and the creation of a
designated area for smokers in
Mather Dining Hail were among
the topics discussed at last Monday
night's meeting of the Student
Government Association.
The Saea survw sheets wsre
handed out by an S.G.A. committee to 1300 students, of which only
138 indicated they would go on the
plan. Many students indicated that
a 14-meal plan which would include week-ends, would be more
appropriate. One hundred twentyseven students voted for the
creation of a smoking area, while
76 voted against the proposal. The
S.G.A. felt that the survey was
inconclusive, since not every
student received the survey sheet
in their mailbox and because only
216 students responded to the
survey.
The Saga Committee plans to
distribute another survey soon. The
Committee is trying to convince
Saga to offer longer eating hours
and to offer a greater variety of
foods at the salad bar, such as
peppers and mushrooms.
A shorter Open Period is one of
the possible changes in store for
Trinity students next year on a
calendar proposed by John
Waggett, the Assistant Dean of
Faculty. Students would have only
three week-days off for Open
Period connected with one weekend. This would mean only
five consecutive days when classes
wouldn't be held, instead, of the
nine days now set aside for Open
Period. Though students would
have a few extra days at the start of
the year before classes began, and
a Few other miscellaneous days off,
the S.G.A. was totally opposed to
the proposed '80-'81 calendar. Jim
Pomeroy, President of the S.G.A.,
will talk to Waggett about revising
the proposed calendar.
An S.G.A. member investigated
whether the new Connecticut
smoking law applied to Saga. He
called
Slate Health Depart-

meht, and talked to Ron Sheohard.
who said if a dining area is
liscensed by the Health Department, it must comply. Saga is
licensed and the S.G.A. voted to
try and convince Saga to comply
with the law soon. Andy Teitz '80,
proposed that the S.G.A. ban
smoking at all its meetings as an
example to the student body. The
S.G.A. voted against Teitz's
proposal.
The Budget
Committee
reported that they decided to
double the travel allowance from 7
cents to 14 cents per mile. This
allowance is not retroactive.

Donald Jackson '83, the
Committee's liaison to WRTC,
reported that WRTC was being
very cooperative, though they still
have many problems to straighten
out. Jackson is currently investigating WRTC's summer
phone bill. There are approximately 7 hours and 45 minutes
of illegal phone calls, one of which
is to Portugal. These phone calls
account for $141 of their total
summer phone bill. Most of the
calls were made by the disc jockeys
on duty and WRTC plans to make
cont. on p. 11
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Committee Focuses on Skiing,
Spring
Weekend,
Free Spirit
$2903, only $1660 of which was
by Alan Levine
In a meeting which lasted over
three hours, the Student Government Association Budget Committee allocated funds to the Free
Spirit magazine, okayed various
check requests, reviewed the ski
team's revised budget, and fundraising plans and even began
looking ahead to the Student
Government Planning Board's
plans for Spring Weekend.
Matt Pace '83, representing the
rugby club, and Robert Flaherty
'80, AIESEC's representative,
explained their gasoline expenses
to a game and conference
respectively; their check requests
were approved. Anthony Crosby
'80, appeared before the Committee to say that TCB would like
the proceeds of its next all-college
disco to support an as-yet undetermined local charity. Stipulating
that they could charge no more
than $2 per person as an admission
fee, the Committee• approved the
request.
Richard See '82 appeared as the
jpresentative of the ski team. He
explained that, due only to inexpensive beer, the team's recent
fund-raising dance was a minor
success; only $119.05 was raised
because attendance was small,
probably attributable to the $2
admission fee. See also presented
the ski team's formal

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

requested from the Budget
Committee, This amount covers
four practices, five races, and a
small emergency fund. A firm
decision on the budget has not yet been made by the Committee.
The ski team is seeking other
means to finance their practice and
races against such opponents as
Johnson State College, Plymouth
State College, Amherst, Rutgers
and Castleton State. To this end,
they will sponsor Monday night
get-togethers, in which students
may drink all the beer they would
like for a $1 fee.
See also came as a representative of the SGPB to discuss
tentative plans for the annual
Spring Weekend with (he Committee. These plans include a
Friday night dance and a Saturday
concert. See hopes that the InterFraternity Council will offer
assistance, probably in the form of
kegs of beer, in carrying out Spring
Weekend. As' a new fund-raiser,
the SGPB is sponsoring student
talent nights in the Pub, with a $.50
cover charge. All revenues will go
toward Spring Weekend.
In their second request in" two
weeks, Mike Hinton'80 and Ted
Murphy '80, representing the
Budget Committee-funded water
polo team, were granted $280 from
cont. on p. 3

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

Lonnie Reed, reporter for Channel 3 will be featured in the
"Careers in Communications and the Media" seminar tonight at
7:30 in Wean Lounge.

Dow Alters Direction
of Dorm Expenditures
by Robert Alello
For the past year and a half,
student dormitory funds, coor-«
dinated by resident assistants to
provide social, recreutional,
cultural, educational, and entertainment functions, have not
been used to purchase kegs of beer.
The decision to curtail dorm
fund expenditures for beer consumption resulted .early last year
when the administration decided
dorm funds could be put to more
productive uses. According to Tina
Dow, Director of Residential
Services, "The administration was
tired of subsidizing D&D Package
Store. Although keg parties
created a worthwhile social atmosphere, they were not being

used to broaden student awareness
about cultural or educational
affairs."
The dorm funds are supposed
to be used to foster events in the
dormitory which will increase a
sense of community and create a
feeling of unity. Dow wants
students within each dormitory to
become more concerned about
each other. She complained about
lived two doors
Dow believes this lack of
concern or disinterest in meeting
hallmates has contributed to an
increase in vandalism. " N o one
cared what was happening." she
said. Students felt isolated from
cont. on p. 4
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Educational Center
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HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, CT. 0.5118
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TEA PIER
PACKAGE STORE
HAS FREE
AREA DELIVERY

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

247-0234

Richard Staton
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

CALL SKIP &
MICHELLE PETERSON
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______
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Big Brothers,
Sisters Fill
Essential Role

Homecoming Offers
Something for All
eont. from p. I
the Black Cultural Center. Director of Minority Affairs Barbara
Robinson-Jackson sponsored a reception at her home following the
football game.
Throughout the weekend, alumni and their spouses and children
were seen all over campus, many of them inspecting buildings that
had not existed when they had been students. One Woodward
senior was visited by two members of the class of '39 who
announced that they-had lived in his room forty years ago. A
iokester commented that the paint on the walls had not changed in
ihose forty years.
A point of particular interest was the newly designed library.
During the rainy football game, many visitors explored the
uncrowded facility.
The classes of 1939. 1944, 1949. 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969 and 1974
each held individual receptions, but many alumni from non-reunion
classes returned as well. At the buffet luncheon held in the Field
House and the Homecoming Dinner and reception in Mather,
alumni sought out classmates from years ago. To aid in this often
difficult task, the Alumni Office provided some of the alumni with
name taas featuring pictures of the way they used to be. Other
popular apparel for the weekend were blue and gold baseball caps
announcing the wearer's class, and buttons commanding "Beat
Wesleyan," a message which was not heeded.
The weekend was considered a success. Despite Saturday's
dreary weather, Hansen, however, mentioned the possibility that
future reunions may be held in the springtime. A disadvantage of
autumn reunions is trying to pack many events into a relatively
small time period. During the spring, he feels, there might be time
for more "intellectual flavor."
A decided disadvantage to a switch of this sort is that a spring >
homecoming would have to be held after commencement, when
students are no longer on campus. Most alumni enjoy having
students around when they come back to visit. Hansen says there will be a thorough investigation of the matter
within the next two months.
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Funds Allocated for
Expanded Magazine
cont. from p. 2
the contingency fund. Of this, S180
will pay for for travel expenses to
the Eastern championship at West
Virginia University, and $1(X) will
, go toward hotel expenses.
• Marjt Miranda 'SI asked the
Committee to increase the Free
Spirit magazine's budget from
SI080 to $1780. Free Spirit is a
literary magazine published once
each year by minority students.
Miranda explained that, besides
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Allison Smith '83 is one of more than 30 Trinity students who tutor
ai the McDonough School
photo by R Michael Hall

Trinity Students
Teach Basic Skills
by Margaret Henderson
Over the summer, Douglas
Brooks, '82, considered the
possibility of establishing a tutoring
program at Trinity which could
serve students of a local Hartford
school. Brooks realized his goal at
the beginning of this semester
when he started a tutoring program
at the McDonough School, one of
the 26 elementary schools in
Hartford, just two blocks from
Trinity. Brooks tutored there last
"ear in addition to tutorine with the
The 30-odd Trinity students
involved in the program tutor
children in grades kindergarten
through six. The tutors teach once
a week, usually for an hour per
student, reviewing math, English,
science and social studies. The
students require the most help in
the subjects of math and English.
One outstanding advantage of
the program is its fleixbility. Trinity
volunteers may fit their instruction
into their own schedule any weekday from 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
A volunteer to the • program
receives no credit, or payment, but
does receive the opportunity to
work with young people.
Vincent Mulready, Prinicipal of
the school, feels that the only

A career in law—
without law school.
* After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

pain*'

indcv «"

rising expenses, an effort is being
made to improve and expand the
magazine. Also, 1000 copies will be
printed instead of last year's
insufficient 300.
A suggestion to unite Free
Spirit with the Trinity Review was
rejected because minority students
want their own forum. A proposalto have minority organizations
contribute the extra $700 was also
rejected. Committee member Don
Jackson '83 moved to grant Free
Spirit the additional funds. This
was approved, with the stipulation
that no money be provided next
year unless the magazine is
published by May 1.
In the continuing WRTC
turmoil, station elections will be
held next Sunday, November 18.
William Paine '81, forced into the
position of station manager, is
resigning.

by Barbara Wagner

drawback to the program is the
lack of space to accommodate
tutor and student, expecially, since
many tutors choose to teach
sometime during the lunch hour
when rooms are used for serving
meals. Mulready stresses that this
program is always solved in some
way and he could certainly use
more tutors.
Mulready describes the 585
students of his schools as coming
from diversified backgrounds Hispanic, Caucasian and Black.
Many McDonough students live in
the Rice Heights section of Hartford, which is the largest public
housing program. McDonough was
built in 1897, and has always been
an elementary school, although
formerly it was attached to a junior
high school, composed of grades
seven and eight.
Muiready calls the Trinity
tutors "great kids", and he hopes
the tutors are learning as much as
the McDonough students. At
McDonough, a tutoring program
under the direction of Reverend
Philip Henderson of the First
Memorial Baptist Church in
Hartford, has for the last ten years
provided
tutors
from
the
congregation.
Henderson's
program serves eight students at
the school. Other colleges have
sent
student
teachers
to
McDonough;
however,
in
cont. on p. 11

The Big Brother-Big Sister
Program is a one in which a Trinity
student can develop a special
relationship with a six to sixteen
year old boy or girl from a singleparent family. Although the
children come from a wide range of
backgrounds, the majority come
from low socio-economic families.
The Big Brother Program attempts to develop a trusting
relationship in which the young
boy can learn male consistency and
gain the friendship of the big
brother. The youngsters are from
the immediate neighboring area for
transportation conveniences.
Big brothers do not try to
replace the loss of a parent for the
boys. They are just volunteers who
are genuinely concerned about the
growth and development of
fatherless boys. The big brothers
show their concern by spending a
minimum of four to five hours a
week with their little brothers.
They participate in athletics
together, go to movies, football
games, eat at Mather and do many
other activities by a mutual agreement.
The Trinity program stems
from the Big Brothers of Greater
Hartford,
a
non-profit
organization. Many people believe
that this program
reduces
delinquency and increases school
attendance. It gives them an opportunity to experience a new
surrounding and to follow the good
examples set by the big brothers.
Presently twenty-five. Trinity
men are participating in this
program under the direction of
senior John Danaher. Danaher
feels that the program is very
successful at Trinity. He said, "The
quality of the Trinity big brothers is
exceptional. They are interested,
dedicated, experienced and trustful
people; and that's what makes-'the
nroeram work."
"
Part of Danaher's job ' a s
coordinator of the program is to
match up the big and little
brothers. He pairs them according
to simitar interests.
The Big Sister program under
the direction of Tracy Newman '81
and Judy Mercer, '82, operates out
of the Big Brothers program. The
iwo organizations work hand-inhand, sponsoring picnics and
parties together. So far they have
had a welcome back party and a
Halloween party, A Christmas
party is planned for December.

MAD MURPHY'S
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGMTL Y
Tuesday - Vast Edvadas, up stairs
Nannette Fiorian, downstairs
Wednesday Dancing with Henry-up
Leo Soheleski, down
Thursday - High Tinrs, up
Leo Sobeieski, down
Friday & Saturday Sugar Rey and the Blue Tones -up
Jim Hammerslough, down
Sunday - Stacy Leeds Band

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30

BOOKSELLER

The
institute
for

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Paralegal
Training*

|215 73M600
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Approved by the American Bar Association.
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Station Waqo'n May Replace VanfCuIture to Replace Beer
'V/

»

cont. bom p. 1
athletic teams, the Committee
provided, we believe that the van is suggested that a station wagon be
not a viable alternative," and re- purchased. According to the Comcommended to the SGA that the mittee, "It is vital that a student
transportation service be provided
van be sold.
by the SGA for the students of
The Transportation Committee Trinity College."
came to the conclusion that it would
If the van were replaced by a
be in the best interest of the
student body for the van to be sold station wagon, according to the
to the Athletic Department and a Committee, licensing hassles
station wagon bought as a replace- would be avoided, gas mileage
ment. If ownership were trans- would be improved, and mainteferred-to the Athletic Department, nance and insurance costs would be
the van would be available to lower. The Committee reported
students on a rental basis, the that it had located a late-rnodel
administrative work of the SGA six-passenger station wagon getinvolving coordination of van use ting approximately twenty miles to
would be curtailed, and the SGA the gallon, which could be purwould gain approximately $3000 chased for $3,000, The cost of insuring the station wagon would be
from its sale. '
SI ,500, and could possibly be made
However, because the van's lower if the vehicle were registered
availability to students would be as a nine month, non-summer
hindered by its increased use by rental service.

ConnPIRG
There will be an open meeting
of the ConnPIRG board of directors
tonight (Nov. 13th) at 7:30 PM in
Alumni Lounge. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

Slide Show
Tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Hamlin
Hall, Catherine Linder will show
slides from the summer of '79 in
Mali, West Africa where she
participated in an architectural
photography project. All interested
are welcome to come,

World Hunger
Russell Johnson of the
American
Friends
Service
Committee will give a lecture on
Wednesday, November 14, 1979, at
4:00 p.m. in McCoak Auditorium
on the topic "World Hunger and
the Role of Multinational Corporations." The lecture will be
accompanied by slides.
Mr. Johnson has been a staff
member of the American Friends
Service Committee for 28 years.
He is very' knowledgeable on
problems of Third World Countries, particularly those of Asia,
including a four month tour in
1977, a three month tour in 197374, and a four year stint as Director
of The Quaker International
Conference program in India in the
1%0's. Mr. Johnson's talk is
sponsored by the Intercultural
Studies and International Relations
Programs.

Help Wanted
Student- wanted to code a
questionnaire on transportation
for the Southside InstitutionsNeighborhood Alliance. No social
science background required.
However, if you have had a
research method course you could
participate also in the analysis of
the data. The hourly rate is $2.91.
Call Ivan Backer, Ext. 310.

Women's Center
Nancy Tucker, contemporary
folksinger, songwriter, guitarist and
comedienne will perform on
Friday.November 16 at 9 PM in
Hamlin Hall. AU are invited to
what promises to be a very special
evening of music. Admission is
free. Sponsored by the Women's
Center and the Trinity Folk
Society.
"Men's Lives," a look at the
expectations and demands on the
American male and "Sylvia, Fran
' and Joy," a film in which three
young women voice their feelings

about

t h e role

of

housekeeper, will be shown on
Wednesday, November 14 at 12:30
and 8 PM in McCook Aufitorium.
"Antonia: A Portrait of the
Woman," is a warm and affectionate portrait of Antonia
Brico, who establihsed an international reputation in the 1930's
as an orchestra conductor. It will
be shown on Monday, November
19, at 12:30 pm 4:00, and 8:00 pm
inMcCook Auditorium.
"And Speaking of Sexism...," a
panel discussion about the issue of
sexism at Trinity and in society at
large, will be- aired on WRTC-FM
(89.3) on Thursday, November 15
from 8.30 to 10 PM. Call-in
questions are welcome! Music by
and about women will be featured.
Sponsored by the Women's Center
and WRTC-FM.

con*, from
cont.
from p.
n. 72
In concluding its report, the each other; there was no small
Transportation Committee made a group reinforcement. In addition
two-part recommendation to the it prevents students from taking
SGA: the sale of the van to the
advantage of the diversified
Athletic Department and the purstudent body at the College.
chase of a station wagon, or the
Although it has taken time for
sale of the van to an outside source
students,
resident assistants and
and the purchase of a car. At the
November 6 "meeting of the SGA, a administrators to adjust to the new
motion to offer the van first to the system, Dow feels much progress is
Athletic Department and then to being made. As examples, she
sell it outright if no response were points how many dorms last year
organized
given within two weeks was passed organized coffee houses, internalional dinners, semi-formals,
with two negative votes.
intramural contests and sponsored
In future SGA meetings, dis- lectures.
cussions will be held in reference to
However, the programming of
the role of ihe station wagon co- creative events has increased the
ordinator, who will be called the pressure and responsibilities on the
"wagon master." Meanwhile, the resident assistants. Dow notes,
Transportation Committee is await- "Kegs were the easy way out,"
ing the Athletic Department's
Nevertheless, successful keg
reply, even it it is negative, the
parties have been held in dorvan's days at Trinity are nummitories over the past year. But
bered.
«
rather than the college providing
•

second of the Physics Department's
series of annual lectures on the
Nobel Prizes in Physics; it is intended for a general audience with
no special background in physics
or mathematics. Mr. Snyder is
currently doing research in areas
closelv related to the work of
Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam.
He hs promised to share a goodly
number of anecdotes.

Math Lectures

Thp Mathematical Association
of America and the Trinity College
Department of Mathematics are
co-sponsoring a visit to the campus
by Prof. Roger Cooke of the
University of Vermont, on
Thursday, November 15. Prof.
Cooke will give two public
lectures, on "Formally Undecidable Propositions" at 4:00
p.m. in McCook 303 and on
"Catastrophe Theory" at 8:00 p.m.
The Watkinson Library is in McCook Auditorium. The
adding evening hours for the subject matter of both lectures is
duration of the semester. The accessible to the general audience.
reading room of the Library will be
open three weekday evenings
(Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday 7-10 p.m.). Since there
Students planning to study
will be no stack service at these
abroad
during the Trinity Term
times, students should be sure to
request in advance that books be Spring) 1980 are expected to
complete all arrangements and
put on "hold" for their use.
notify the Office of Foreign Study
Advising of their plans by 15
November 1979. A special form for
There will be a general in- such notification may be obtained
in the office, Williams 210E.
formation meeting on study abroad
in Alumni Lounge on Monday, 12
November 1979,9:00 a.m. Students
who have not been to such, a
meeting or who have questions
United Airlines "Round Trip,
abour foreign study opportunities Circle Trip" 50% Discount
are invited to attend.
coupon td expire Dec. 15, 1979. If
interested, call Lyn at 524-1436.

Watkinson Library

Notification Deadline

Study Abroad

the resident assistants
have had to take up collections
..._„,.,. In
,,, lnl
from interested students.
this
way, students who decided against
participating in keg panics did not
feel their money was being spent
foolishly. If the new program is
to continue as a success, Dow
stresses the urgent need for student
feedback and input. She would like
students to express their discontent
either in the area of dorm funds of
elsewhere. "Students should not sit
sit
back and complain, or hesitate to
speak out," she says.

News
WRTC News has expanded itscoverage to include Monday thru
Friday at 12:00 and .1:00 pm and
everyday at 7:00 pm. Catch up on
world and local news as well as the
latest sports and weather on
WRTC . . . 89.3 on your FM dial.

Young Democrats
Trinity students for Kennedy
will be holding an organizational
meeting Wednesday, November 14,
at 7 pm in Wean Lounge; Activities
for the group include opportunities
to work for the Kennedy Campaign
in the New' Hampshire primary as
well as organizing support for
Kennedy at Trinity for the Connecticut primary.
If you are
terested in being a part of the
Kennedy C ampaign and would like
further information, contact Bruce
Johnson, P.O. Box 1786, 246-0395.
Sponsored by the Young
Democrats.

Gay Support
Want to talk about being gay?
Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
meet other gay men and women?
Write Eros, the Trinity support for
gay persons. Box 1373, c/o Eros.
All replies kept confidential. "The
important thing is to find out who
you love."

ALTERNATIVE

You are cordially invited to
attend the second meeting of
ALTERNATIVE, a new discussion
group with several different
modern religious viewpoints. We
are a personal discussion group,
dealing with topics that touch'
everyone: love, loneliness, social
pressure, bigotry, peer pressure,
Students interested in the
and grade pressure.i Students,
Trinity College Legislative Infaculty, and administration are all
ternship Program should complete
The Budget Committee has invited to involve themselves no
their applications by Wednesday, decided upon a new procedudre, matter what religious, personal,
November 14th. Final decisions on effective immediately. If you in- political viewpoints. The first
candidates will be made Thursday, tend to bring any matters before meeting will be held tonight,
November 15,1979. Forms and fact the Budget Committee^ you must Tuesday, Nov. 20, 8-9 pm, 70
sheets may be obtained from Mrs, follow this policy.
„ Vernon St.
Willard, McCook, Room 322, the
Our speaker will be Dr. Frank
By the Friday noon before an
Political Science Department, or
upcoming Budget Committee Kirkpatrick, talking about cults in
Professor McKee.
Meeting, please submit, in writing, America.
a brief summary of the matters
For further
information,
which you intend to discuss. Also, contact Tony Shenton, Allison
A few weeks ago, the 1979 with this written statement, please Howe, or call the chaplain at x484.
include two copies of all
Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded
documents
necessary
for
to Sheldon Glashow and Steven presentation of the matter.
Weinberg of Harvard and Abdus
There will be a meeting for
The agenda will be set in the scheduling Trinity Outing Program
Salam of the International Centre
for Theoretical Physics, Trieste. order in which these statements are
winter activities tonight, Tuesday,
Mr. Mark Snyder, Instructor in received. Any business not on the November 13 at 9:30 PM in Wean
Lounge. Anyone interested in
Physics, will discuss the physics agenda (set by the above
cross-country skiing or other
which earned this year's prize procedure) will be considered only
activities is invited to attend.
today, November 13, at 4 PM in if time permits and pending the
McCook Auditorium. This is the decision of the Budget Committee. Refreshments vill be served.

Airline Ticket

Legislative Interns

Budget Committee

Physics Lecture

TOP Ners

.1...
the 1.
beer,

Dow hope that everyone will
take advantage of the evaluation
forms which will be distributed
shortly. The evaluations are important for providing student
feedback. She hopes students will
take the time to fill out the
evaluations for she will personally
read all the responses.

Photo Contest
The 7th Annual Nikon/Nutshell Photo • Contest is now
underway. Prizes this year are
valued at 5)1,250. Contest entry
blanks are availahle at participating local Nikon Photo
dealers or by writing Anne Littlefield, Nikon/ Nutshell Photo
Contest, 505 Market Street,
Knoxville, TN 37902.

Cambodian Aid
The following

agencies are

Those wanting to cniivfibvne 10 trie

Cambodian relief effort may writ? .
to one of them.
American
Friends
Service
Committee For Cambodia
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
American National Red Cross
International Services
Cambodia Relief
17th and D Streets
Washington, D.C.. N.W. 20006 ""
CARE
Fund for Cambodians
660 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Catholic Relief Services
For Cambodia
1011 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Church World Service
Cambodia Relief Fund
Elkhart, Ind. 46515
Committee to Aid Indochinese
Refugees
211 East 43d Street-Suite 1401
New York, N.Y. 10017
International Rescue Committee
For Cambodia
386 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10016
Oxfam-America
For Cambodia
302 Columbus Avenue
Boston, Mass. 02116
UNICEF ..
U.S. Committee for Unicef
Cambodian Relief
331 East 38th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016
U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees
Cambodian Refugees
UNHCR Regional Office
U.N. Headquarters
Room C301
New York, N.Y. 10017
World Vision
Cambodia Relief
919 West Huntingdon Drive
Monrovia, Calif. 91016
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Campaign '80 Makes Brief Appearance at Trinity

photo by Steve Pekock

photo by R. Michael Hall

photo by R. Michael Hall

Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass), a contender
for the 1980 Democratic presidential nomination came
to Trinity Saturday for a brief visit. The last presidential
candidate to come to Trinity was a then obscure
Georgia Governor, James Earl Carter.
Kennedy arrived at 11:15 am and went directly into
the President's house to meet with President
Lockwood, Dean of Students David Winer, Assistant
Dean of the Faculty John S.Waggett and four faculty
members. The Senator was accompanied by his wife,
Joan, and his three children, Edward Jr., Kara '82 and
Patrick. Kennedy left Lockwood's house at noon and
visited his daughter's dormitory. He then left for lunch
with Hartford Mayor George Athanson.
The presidential aspirant was preceeded and
followed in his travels by 25-30 secret service aqents
and almost one hundred members of the press corps
including representatives from ABC, CBS, NBC, UPI,
AP.The New York Times and The Tripod.
Kennedy's only comment during his trip was to
wish Trinity goodluck in their homecoming football
game against Wesleyan.

photo by Charles Rosenfield

layout by Dahling and Bain

licet
photo by Charles Rosenfield
photo by Steve Pekock

Drive
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Hartford
Frank Borges 7 4 Sunk by Hartford Politics
and where they live in the city, as
much as the issues they espouse,"
"The most promising of all the stated a Courant editorial last
candidates," The Hartford Courant month.
Now an attorney for Travelers
called him. But despite support
from the Courant and West End Insurance Company, Borges ran a
intellectuals, Frank Borges '74's campaign emphasizing the need for
campaign for a seat on the Hart- "parents, students, teachers, administrators, elected officials, and
ford Board of Education failed,
Borges was one of four minority community organizations" to
challengers who lost in last week's become more involved in the
school board election. Referring to process of solving Hartford's
his defeat, Borges recently indi- educational problems.
cated that he felt he was a victim of
But Hartford's political divisions
the traditional politics of Hartford obscured the issues of the camSchool Board elections.
paign, Borges feels. While he
thinks he appealed to some parts of
Borges drew support from The the North End, he says that most of
Courant because he entered the his support came from the West
"American school system as a non- End intellectuals in town. The
English speaking student and West End intellectuals are depicted
overcame the difficulties of that by Borges as "very educated
position. Yet his accomplishment professionals who are concerned
did not bring him wide support more with issues than personalities
from the Hartford electorate.
or ethnic background."
Nevertheless, Borges believes
"School Board elections in
Hartford have been traditionally, that the results of the Board of
and unfortunately decided on the Education elections show that a
majority
of
the
basis of the skin color of can- great
didates, their ethnic" backgrounds predominately Irish and Italian
by Paula T.Ltn

electorate in the South End voted
primarily along traditional, ethnic
lines.
In other words, Borges contends the Southenders "went along
with their favored sons while

Francisco L. Borges

casting a few sprinkling votes for
other candidates."
Borges does not disparage
openly the qualifications of his
opponents, but he comments that
one successful candidate for the
four year term position on the
Board of Education concentrated
his campaigning efforts in the
South End of Hartford and did
little campaigning elsewhere.
According to the Couranl
editorial, that particular candidate
is the "son of a former school board
president" and "lacks the
credentials of superior candidates."
The results of, the November 6
election reveal that the same
candidate was elected decisively
over his other opponents whereas
many of the Courant's endorsed
candidates did not do as well.
Borges observes that the Board
of Education is supposed to be
nonpartisan. Nevertheless, he
accurately indicates that Ihe
majority of candidates who were
successful in the elections were
endorsed by the Democratic Town
Committee.

Borges suggests that the
winners already have been
determined
because
the*
Democratic Town Committee
endorses and supports the candidates running for and presently
holding seals on the Board of
Education.
According to the Southslde
Neighborhood News, only one
successful candidate in the
elections appears to be "fighting to
eliminate politics from education"
by "calling for an investigation into
political endorsements on the
grounds that they violate the
charter, state statutes and a 1467
referendum" Borges maintains that
if he were elected, he "would vote
For what is best for the Hartford
students and not by political expediency."
Because the North Rnd is
mostly comprised of minority
communities of blacks and Puerto
Ricans, .says Borge.s. the votes of
the electorate were split amongst-the four losing minority candidates.
The apportionment of votes,
cont. on p . 7

Restaurant Review

Picnic: Homemade, Organic, Good Food
by Joan Steuer and David C lark
Are you over-munched, undernourished and still hungry after
meals? Your TUM's have a
suggestion for you, Pack up your
appetite and escape to Picnic, a
healthy alternative in downtown
Hartford.
Located near the inimitable
Mad -Murphy's in Union Place,
Picnic provides a relaxed setting
and a good meal at a reasonable
price;1 The menu, which changes
daily, Offers a variety of unusual
dishes from a soup which combines
butternut squash with split peas to
a vegetable and brown rice casserole with custard base and cheese
topping. Picnic is a "welcome
change from • the consistent
mediocrity of Mather food.
Picnic was established seven
years ago with two basic objectives: to provide the freshest
ingredients in well-prepared dishes
and to cater to the individual. In
pursuit of these objectives, the staff
of Picnic devotes its total energies

to the creative preparation of
natural foods. Little has been done
to update the interior, but it is
"clean and we found it very
pleasant. The limited seating, dim
lighting and quiet; background
music of Bach give Picnic a rather
homey atmosphere rarely found i»
modern restaurants. The kitchen is
visible from the dining area and
adds to the informality of the
setting.
The walls of Picnic feature the
artwork of up-and-coming local
artists. The restaurant owner
encourages young artists and
welcomes those interested to come
in a show her their portfolio.
Enough about setting; it's tim&
to talk food. We . are not
vegetarians and were initially
skeptical about having a meatless
meal. We now hang their heads for
our worry was for naught. The
food was excellent and no tears
were shed for the missing meat.
From the entrees, we chose the
specialty of the house, lasagna. The
homemade pasta was an excellent

base for the combination of fresh
vegetables and tomato sauce.
Covered with melted ricotta, the
lasagna was mildly spicy and very
tasty. Unfortunately, the lasagna
was only warm; it lacked that freshfrom-the-oven steaminess that so
enhances If;i)i;in Jooil. Tlie fresh
green salad that accompanied the
lasagna was topped with an excellent homemade dressing.
The list of entrees offered can
be counted on one hand, but it is,
nevertheless, varied. On the night
of our visit, the list ranged from u
burritto stuffed with beans ($3.25)
to fillet of sole cooked in butter
and vermouth ($3.95). Again, it
should be noted that the entree
offerings vary according to the
availability of fresh produce.
Dinner salads provide a light
alternative to the entrees at Picnic.
These salads are offered every
night and their prices run from
$2.50 fora large, mixed green salad
to $3.95 for a vegetable salad. We
chose the vegetable salad and
found a pleasing arrangement

of fresh vegetables topped with
Picnic's
homemade
yogurt
dressing.
Raw cauliflower,
Jerusalem artichokes and sliced
avocado highlighted the thirteen
vegetables carefully arranged by
the chef to be aesthetically pleasing
l<> the eye. The ccnUTpicL-e of this
salad is normally potatoes, but
we a.skcd for something different and thb chef willingly made
a change. Picnic caters to the
individual.
Mushroom barley and butternut squash with split peas were
the two soups being served during
our visit to Picnic. The soup offerings change daily, but one can
be assured that whatever soup is
served, it weiil be unusual and
creamy. The soups are $1.25 each
and, combined with a hunk of
homemade bread, they make an
inexpensive and filling meal at just
$1.50.
For dessert, patrons may
choose from a list that includes
carrot cake, cranberry-apples
crisp, and honey-carob Haagen-

Sugarhush, Vt. Presents

ixf
CONSIDERING AN

MBA?

A WARREN MILLER FILM

an herb lea .ill .11 .iii.mt ^ 0 The
herb le;i is <i dclj^bfllil llnnirr. u\c

blend of seven herbs with a
refreshing minty flavor.
A wholesome meal and relaxing
atfnosphere await Trinity students
at Picnic. Bring a bottle of your
favorite wine and dine in the informal selling nl one of Hartford's healthy eaterks. Mention
the Tripod, and you will receive a
10% discount on your meal.
Rating: * * *
Food — very good
Service — excellent
Atmosphere - infnrmal. casual

ATTENTION!
Sophomores &
Psychology Majors!

j
<
'r

r!

Teachers College/
Columbia University
announces
ACCEL-A-YEAR
The first program
to offer a

M.A.
IN PSYCHOLOGY:
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
in 2 years to students who
have completed 60 credits
(B average or better)._
• Save one year of
tuition and living
expenses
• Theoretical and
clinical training •
9 Graduate with
marketable skills
e Advanced training
toward Ph. D

An admission representative from Vanderbiit
University will be on campus
Friday, November 16

to meet with men and women interested in
management careers.
Please contactCareer Counseling

programs
Write today to:

for more details and to sign up for a student
information session.
Ail students, regardless of undergraduate major, are
Invited to attend

Dasz ice cream. Desserts average
about $1.25 each and, wild the
exception of the ice cream, arc all
homemade and baked daily.
Beverages are cider, milk,
sparklitlg Spring s#a|er ceffinefliatd-

ACCEL-A-YEAR
90-minutes of exciting ski action and
adventure. The Bushnell Memorial Hqll,
Hartford, Ct.;8;00 p.m.November 19,1979.

Tickets available at the Bushnel' box office
and all ticketron outlets.

Box 001
Teachers College
Columbia University
N.Y., N.Y. 10027
Application for Jan. &
Sept. now being accepted
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HART Pressures City Hall
by Jim Moore
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significant problem for the area's
Hartford Areas Rally Together elderly.
People Without a Skywalk, a
(HART), an organization dedicated
HART organization, was responsito neighborhood improvement, is
ble to a large degree for the city's
making the once voiceless neighdecision not to use transportation
borhood 3 a powerful force in
funds to construct a skywalk. The
Hartford.
skywalk will still be built but with
HART was founded in 1975 by
private
money which will allow the
area clergy concerned with the
transportation fund to be used for
problems for the neighborhoods. It
mass transit, street repaving, etc.
was originally funded by The
The housing problem was alleviCampaign for Human Development
ated
when the "one to one"
but currently receives funding from
ordinance advocated by HART was
The United Way. The Law Enforceenacted by the city council. Under
ment Assistance Agency and the
Travelers and Aena insurance this ordinance no upper income or
upper middle income housing is to
companies.
be constructed unless it is matched
The organization is composed of
with lower income housing.
seven coalition groups, Barry
The rehabilitation of the Broad/
Square. Behind the Rocks, Center
Lawrence area, comprising ten
City Coalition. Parkville, Vecinos
buildings and the creation of the
Unidos and Southwest. The
Broad-Park Development Corporaseventh group. The South Central
tion
to administer low interest
Business and Professional Group
mortgage loans were the result of
was a recent addition. Each of the
efforts by HART.
major groups has two members on
Issues raised at the last HART
the Board of Directors. Five of
congress
were centered primarily
HART"s officers, the president,
around the problems of housing
vice-president, Corresponding Secand police protection. HART has
retary, Recording Secretary and
urged that additional police be
the Treasurer are also members of
assigned to the various neighborthe Board.
hoods with the majority of them on
Those serving on the Board of
Directors are all volunteers. The foot patrols. HART has fought
against unfair rent increases and
only people on HART who do get
has come up with plans that would
paid for their services are office
ensure
that vacant buildings are
staff and organizers, who arrange
inspected and made safe. Plans are
meeting, do research and make
also in the making for emergency
sure that people involved with
fuel supplies to aid homeowners
HART are informed of new develnext winer.
opments on the issues.
The general effect of HART and
The Board is responsible for
organizations of its type has been a
handling funds, running its inshifting of attention and money from
ternal affairs and monitoring cross
downtown to the neighborhoods.
neighborhood committees to name
This has had a very positive effect
a few. The bulk of the action taken
but there is much more to be done.
on the issues, however, is from the
According to Alta Lash the key to
people within the neighborhoods
future success is reinvestment in
which is exactly how HART should
the neighborhoods by area busiwork according toAlta Lash, presinesses and institutions. This indent of HART. Mrs. Lash "noted
vestment, Lash noted, is not a
that "neighborhood people are the
matter of charity but good sense.
ones who are confronted with the
Area businesses, she explained,
problems. They are probably most
don't want to see surrounding
capable of solving them."
neighborhoods decaying around
The past accomplishments of them. It is not uncommon for a
HART are impressive, especially in
business to be benefited by neighlight of the fact that the organiborhood improvement. This can be
zation operates on a one hundred
achieved by lower crime rates or a
thousand dollar budget and with a
decrease in arson for example.
staff of only eleven. HART was
influential in the return of a
At present HART has 1200
supermarket to Washington Street. members. The most frequently
The absence of a market was a cited reasons for its success are

Some People

Other People

Graduate from college
Get a job
Get married
Start a family
Get promoted
Retire at 65.
V

Graduate from college
Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experience the
world
Get a job, get married, etc.
Retire at 65.

The choice is yoyrs
PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiters will be conducting
interviews with seniors and grad students Wednesday &
Thursday, Nov. 14 -15 in the Career Planning Office, 10 - 5
pm.

that it provides neighborhood
people with an element of control
over their lives — something they
had previously lacked. The proof
that HART is indeed an effective
way to initiate change lies in the
fact that even city officials who had
almost seemed to have forgotten
that the neighborhoods existed are
now becoming increasingly attentive to the problems of the areas
that HART repesents. This in itself
is an accomplishment but perhaps
the greatest source of satisfaction
for HART and other organizations
of its kind is that it is proving, as
one HART member put it that
"people working in unison can
conquer."

HART Board candidates at the Oct. 38 Annual Community
Congress. The flags in the back represent the ethnic groups involved.

Drinking Age at Issue Again
by Jim Ranter
The following article is reprinted
from the University of Hartford
"Informer".
The General Law Committee of
the Connecticut state legislature
held a public hearing October 16 to
explore public support for another
attempt to raise the legal drinking
age in Connecticut.
In 1972, the legal drinking age
in Connecticut was lowered from 21
to 18, and in each of the following
legislative sessions the General
Assembly has considered raising it.
The 1980 session, scheduled to
convene February 7, will be no
different.
Alcohol use in Connecticut
' public schools and the high rate of
alcohol-related traffic accidents involving teenagers are once again
the reasons for "re-evaluating" the
drinking age law. But "public
opinion" seems to be the real
motivating force behind the Committee's action, according to state
representative Andrew Grandy
(Dem.-Bristol) during the hearing.
Grandy assumed that a majority of
Connecticut citizens want to see the
drinking age raised.
Marc Rubinfield, UofH graduate and substitute teacher in junior
high schools, told the committee
that raising the drinking age would
be a discriminatory action. Rubin-feld pointed out that American
Indians, Eskimos, and lower income people often suffer from what
might be called "alcohol abuse,"
yet these groups are not denied the
right to drink. "Raising the drinking age while still giving 18 to 21
year-olds other responsibilities of
adult citizenship would be discriminating against one segment of the
population because they have a
presumed drinking problem,"
said Subinfeld.
A change in the drinking age
would not solve the teenage
problem, according to Rubinfeld
and other speakers at the hearing.
"There's something wrong here
that's a lot deeper," said Rubinfeld. The present troubles of the
"angry children in our frightened
society," according to Rubinfeld,
are a result of societal attitudes and
a serious lack of entertainment
facilities for teenagers.
"Drinking problems often result from inexperience with alcohol," said Jack Hale, registered
lobbyist and Director of the Connecticut Public Interest Research
Group (ConnPIRG). Hale suggested the high rate of teenage auto
accidents may be due in part to
inexperienced drivers. Hale called
for legislation which more directly

addresses the problems of teenagers and their use of alcohol. He
added that such legislation should
require stiffer penalties for drunk
driving and selling alcohol to
minors.
T9ie ineffectiveness of Connecticut's alcohol education prograin was also a topic of concern in
the hearing. Wulf Losee, representing the University of Connecticut's student government, wanted
to know why the state was
unwilling to spend money on
alcohol education. The committee
responded that S18.4 million had
been spent on the "Alcohol Awareness" program, but they were
unable to specify the time period
for these expenditures. Losee said
he felt the state legislature should
give attention to developing ~a
better alcohol eduction program.
On the other side of the coin,
William Doyle, a residential administrator at Eastern Connecticut
State College, spoke in favor of
raising the drinking age. "There's
really no place for alcohol in higher
education," said Doyle. Doyle

accused the college of doing
nothing to prevent alcohol misuse
among students and said he felt a
law would solve the problem by
greatly reducing the availability of
alcohol on campu's. Doyle said
alcohol interferes with academic
achievement. He was also concerned about the "diminished
self-image" sudents experience
after their first encounters with
alcohol.
Last year, the General Assembly adopted a bill which allowed 18
year-olds to drink in bars and restaurants but raised the age to 19 to
buy alcohol in package stores.
Governor Grasso vetoed the bill on
the grounds that it was unconstitutional.
The 1980 legislative session will
probably not consider another
two-tiered purchasing structure.
Grandy, who is House Chairman of
the General Law Committee, said
during the hearing that next
session he will introduce a bill
seeking to raise the drinking age.
But the content of that bill is
unclear now.

Borges Loses Race
cont. from p. 6
therefore, was detrimental to the
running minority candidates
because nq one was able to obtain
4. substantial, sufficient number of
votes to win him-her a seat.
According to Borges, minority
students make up 83 percent of the
public school population in
Hartford whereas only 30 percent
of the seats on the Board of
Education are held by minorities.
Out of the nine Board of Education
members, one Latin female is an
incumbent, two are black and the
remainder are "Southend white
folks,"
Borges suggests that the
inequity exists because people may
not have voted in terms of the
candidates'
merits
and
qualifications.
As a member of the Trinity
College
Alumni
Executive
Committee, Frank Borges is
working with Mr. Jerry H.ansen,
Director of Alumni Affairs.
Historically, Borges explains,
most black students have left
Trinity discontent and with a "bad
taste in their mouths." The negative attitude of black alumni
towards Trinity came as a result of
turbulent times of the early '70's
with regards to the effect of the
Civil Rights Movement and problems of the Vietnam War, among
other factors.
Borges believes that black
alumni will become more active
once Trinity indicates that it is

"genuinely committed to improving its relationship with
minority (black) alumni."
He expresses his dissatisfaction
with the recent appointment of a
black minority on the Board of
Trustees. He says that the appointee is not a Trinity alumnus
and therefore has never experienced college life and
academics as a Trinity student.
Borges feels that relations with
minority alumni will not be improved until Trinity selects a
qualified minority alumnua for a
position on the College's Board of
Trustees,
Reflecting on his college experience at Trinity, Borges says he
combined his extracurricular
activities in student governmenr
and the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
with his political science and
history major due to his great
interest in the political sphere.
Borges feels that Trinity
College has much to offer to its
students particularly in terms of
academic
and
intellectual
development. He would like to see
more community involvement by
the school and its students.
Frank Borges is undecided at
this point as to whether or not he
will run again for a seat on the
Board of Education. He states that
if the situation presents itself in a
more positive light, he certainly
will run again for election on the
Board of Education.

1979 HomecomingRe
Celebrate Despit Dis
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"If they found a woman in the dorm with you after
5 pm, you got kicked out of college...but
I used to sneak my wife in

anyway!"

"The trial period for co-educfon
They recruited women from p

admissions of womenip 1
of them

photo by Stevi1 Pekock

" I was surprised to see Jones and Elton still here.
Repainting doesn't help. You know one of those
huge demolition balls? That's what it needs."
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ill Reunion Revelers
lilDismal Weather

"We have no reason to go back to watch it, do we?1
(about the football game)

was in our second semester.
&r. They must have based their
looks because all

photos bv Charles Rosenfield
layout by Dahling and Rosenfield

"When I think of Trinity, I think .of mandatory chapel. That's
where the Catholics made friends with the Jews.1'
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Editorial
The Reality of a Six-Week Christmas Break
The freezing winds of change have been making
themselves felt throughout New England during the
past few winters; they are now swirling around Trinity
more fiercely than ever. As the energy squeeze has
established itself as a permanent part of the American
scene, this country's institutions have come around to
the fact that some kind of adaptation is in order. Trinity
is no exception.
The cost of heating the beautiful and distinguished
but old and drafty buildings on this campus is rapidly
becoming prohibitive. It is simply not going to be
possible to keep the College open according to the
existing schedule too much longer. The Administration
has hinted strongly that some alterations in the
College's academic calendar are inevitable. So,
something is going to be done. But what?
The College is operating under some severe
limitations. The basic- goal is to find a way to keep the
College closed for a longer period during the winter.
But from this basic goal onward one encounters
countless roadblocks. We cannot simply push the
spring term back a fortnight, as that would mean school
would not end until the second week in June. This
would cause myriad problems for students who must be
available before June to start their summer jobs.
We are fortunate, however, in that the spring
semester covers a longer time period and includes more
vacation periods (Open Period is undeniably a part of
these) than does the more compact fall term. This extra
length would allow a shortening of spring break and
Open Period, reducing the spring session from its
present length of about seventeen weeks to a more
streamlined fourteen weeks, the duration of the
institutionally-dubbed Christmas Term. If this were
done, we would be able to close dqwn the College for
the entire month of January, historically the coldest
month of the year in Hartford and the biggest drain on
the College's fuel budget, and still be able to complete
the semester before the end of May. This would help
the fuel cost crunch and still see that students were free
to begin their summer Jobs by the first of June.

Such action would remove some of the roadblocks at
the end of the semester. However, we remain stuck with
the question of what to do with the six-week period
which would be created if the beginning of the Trinity
term were delayed until the first week in February.
Quite understandably, it is likely that parents might not
be too crazy about paying big bucks to send their kids to
a school that sent them right back home for a month
and a half in the middle of every academic year. Part of
the solution to this catch is for the parents to accept the
severity of the fuel cost increase and adjust their
thoughts about scheduling possibilities accordingly.
But the College has to decide the question of whether
or not it should do something with the six-week break.
The idea of a four-one-four credit system immediately
jumps to mind, especially since Trinity demands nine
credits a year to graduate and other schools have
successfully adopted the short, one-credit term in
mid-winter.
However, these single-credit terms are held predominantly on the campus of the school involved.
Trinity would be operating under different circumstances, as any single-credit projects would be done by
students away from both the campus and any kind of
faculty advising. There is also the problem of what
these individual projects would entail. Upperclassmen
could do something connected with their major; but
undeclared freshmen and sophomores would have ho
natural starting base from which to work. Projects,
then, becdme a problem. The extra time would allow
many students the chance to pick up some money by
getting a job during the extended break, but this would
hardly be done by all students.
So, we have some problems. The six-week
Christmas break will almost surely become a reality.
With its advent will come the problems Introduced In
brief above. The Administration has made it clear to the
Tripod that student ideas and suggestions will be
welcomed and taken seriously.
Consequently, any
student feedback offerred in the form of a letter to the
editor will be sincerely appreciated. This is a problem
which all of us can and should work to solve.
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Get Involved
To the Editor, and To the Trinity
Community in general:
I have attended this college for
a period somewhat longer than two
months. It saddens me to see such
a large number of people in a
generally bright student body who
criticize and/or make fun of a
terribly misunderstood and underestimated organization. That organization is the Trinity chapter of
the Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG).
To many of the misinformed
students here at Trinity, we at
ConnPIRG are seen as a terrible
threat. I attended a recent SGA
meeting to speak on the activities
of ConnPIRG. While handing out
literature, I was amazed at the
number of people who referred to
me as a "left-winger" or a "crazy
radical." I do not belong to a group
that is out to overthrow the government (as I believe some suspect).
Please note that I personally am
affiliated with the political party
whose symbol is the elephant.
People claim that apathy is
dominant here at Trinity, This is
only partially true. We at ConnPIRG are working to change this
situation. Eric Grevstad writes that
no one cares about the "Real"
issues anymore. ConiiPlRG does.
The eight hundred or so Trinity
students who signed our Standard-

ized Testing petition give a damn.
The Fifteen hundred-plus students
who did not ask for their readilyaccessible ConnPIRG refunds give
a damn. I think Eric Grevstad
gives a damn.
In his October 23 column, Mr.
Grevstad gave ConnPIRG credit for
trying to keep the spirit of student
involvement alive. So why, Eric,
did you separate ConnPIRG from
what you cited s the "Real" issues
in your column of November 6? Do
you not realize, as many others do
not, that ConnPIRG is actively
involved in many of the same
"Real" issues you listed? Yes,
Eric, there is an active ConnPIRG,
not just one that is "jumping up
and down." If you wish people to
get involved with the "Real"
issues, help us, do not hinder us.
Communication is hard enough
because of the biased attitude
towards us on the part of many
students.
One word on the subject of the
stand ConnPIRG takes on the many
issues we work on. We are a public
interest group. We work for that
which we feel is in the best
interests of those we serve. If a
large majority of students disagree
with us, we will re-evaluate. WE
WELCOME OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS!
Get involved, or, at lest get* informed. Learn iiow we spend your
two bucks. Come to the meetings.
We also have a newsletter. I will be

more than happy to send it to
anyone interested. Jus! write to
Box 163 and leave your name and
box number.
John Fi. Hardy '83
Trinity P1RG
Board of Directors

Get the Trutfi
Dear Editor:
This is a response to a letter
written by S.A. Ruff and Scott
Lessne appearing in the October 30
Tripod. Their letter was in rebuttle
to a previous article about mixing
classes in the dormitories. They
claimed that the earlier article was
not factual because it did not have
a representative survey of the
upperclassmen's opinions.
We are not concerned with the
issue of rejecting or accepting the
mixed dormitory policy. We are,
however, extremely angered by the
invalid, derogative accusations that
were made concerning Jarvis freshmen activity. First of all, we don't
believe that the noise level is any
higher in Jarvis than it is anywhere
else on campus. Secondly, after
claiming that freshmen frequently
"trash" the dorm, the authors had
the audacity to infer that iho
setting off of fire extinguishers
early in the morning of October
eont. on p. 11
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Commentary
Over the Transom

Don't Go Away Mad, Disco Away
b\ Eric Grevstad
1 don't m^an to be ghoulish, but
1 hear rumors :hat disco is dying. If
this is true, I'd like to be at the
funeral. It would be nice to see
young men wearing something
other than white suits.
I have often thought that I'd like
to have lived in another time, not
because I'd want to be a knight or
an Edwardian or something, but
because 1 resent being a member of
the disco generation. We have
disco music, disco movies, c'isco
fashions, disco roller skating, and
one place last summer advertised
the first disco golf in .the area.
Improves concentration.
Gives
rhythm to the stroke.
What has always surprised me
about disco being popular is that it
is hardly universal. You cannot
hum disco. You cannot get three or
—four guys together at a party and do
disco. You" need 57- people, 15
backup singers, 11 synthesizer
programmers, 32 recording engineers, and four management consultants. I am tempted to say you
need everything but talent; there
are'a handful of people who have
tried to go behond elementary
disco and producd some excellent

material, but there are thousands
of inane disco repetitions - "Shake
Your Tutu," "Do It Till You're
Catatonic," you know the kind for every one of those.
Still, I don't want to attack disco
in general. As I implied above, I
think some disco music is quite
good - the Bee Gees' songs, for
example, would be fine if they
could only get someone else to sing
them. What I cannot accept - for
that matter, what 1 cannot do - is
disco dancing.
I have been out of place on the
dance floor since the first time they
said "Put your hands together." (I
did, but it turns out I was supposed
to clap.) At disco dancing, I am
even worse. First, of course, disco
is unbelievably awkward; when I
try to dance like John Travolta, I
end up like Twyla Tharp. Second,
disco is indecent; to put it tactfully,
I have seen couples doing steps
that make the question of whether
or riot tcfkiss goodnight afterwards
academic.
Worst of all, though, disco is
long. "The long version" of a song
was something we never heard
about in the "60s (for that matter,
neither was "the uncensored version"); today, the long version and
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the twelve-inch single are the curse
of modern dancing, and they affect
men -- who have never liked to
dance as much anyway — even
more unfairly than they do women.
The reason has to do with
wardrobe. Disco outfits for women,
at least according to the advertisements, consist of a skimpy dress
and no underwear. On the other
hand, semi-formal dance attire for
men includes underwear, slacks, a

dress shirt buttoned to the neck, a
necktie, sometimes a vest, and a
suit jacket; and, after two or three
10-minute disco numbers wearing
all that, I look less like the debonair
playboy who picked up my date and
more like the man in the commercial whose friends give him bars of
Irish Spring. "Macho Man" is an
embarrassing song by any standards, but disco dancing raises the
possibility of men fainting on the

coat, from p. 2
these D.J.'s pay for their calls.
Jackson has not yet been able to
investigate WRTC's September
bill, as they have lost it and are
currently waiting for the phone
company to send a duplicate,
Jackson says that WRTC has
been lending out and misplacing
too much hardware and equipment. In emphasizing the amount
of money spent for
lost
screwdrivers alone, Jackson stated:
"They buy screwdrivers like you
change your underwear."
The
Vending
Machine
Comittee is having problems
convincing companies to install
new machines in dorms. The
vending machine companies feel
that the risk of vandalism is too
high. The companies became
especially cautious after a soda
machine was pushed down a flight
of stairs in Jarvis.
:
The Athletic Advisory Committee and the Budget Committee
plan to have a meeting with Karl
Kurth, Director of Athletics, to
discuss who should supply the
funds to athletic clubs. The Budget
Committee feels these clubs should

not receive their funds from the
Student Activities Fund, but from
the Athletic Department.
Two Inter-Fraternity Council
representatives talked to the
S.G.A. about.how they want the
fraternities to get involved in the
student government. They stressed
that they were not there to debate,
but only to get more involved. The
two IFC representatives pointed
out that 75% of the blood donor
cards were handed out by fellow
fraternity brothers and that a
higher percentage of fraternity
brothers gave blood than the
percentage of non-fraternity
students.
ConnPIRG reported that eight
percent of the student body asked
for their two dollars back. Lucretia
Hadden '80, thought ConnPIRG
should have to account for the
funds it receives from students
through the Budget Committee. A
representative from ConnPIRG
responded that it gives the students
a chance to get their money if they
don't like how ConnPIRG is using
the money. Hadden felt that many
Trinity students are too apathetic
to bother getting their money back.

They've never seen a square
dance.

Letters
assistance), education (21 percent),
special assistance (emergency
relief, 13 percent), child nutrition
(8 percent),a and social service ( 6
percent), a total of $146 million in
aid.
• Voluntary contributions came
from 125 countries, while 109
countries
received
special
programs
and
assistance.
UNICEF's primary objective is to
help the children who are in the
greatest need, targeted mainly in
developing
countries.
Unfortunately, due to politics,
UNICEF is prevented from providing aid in Communist countries,
but they keep trying. I targeted the
money collected for Thailand and
nearby areas. 1979 is the International Year of the Child and
it's beerr a good year for UNICEF.
Let's hope next year can be so
good.
P. S. Since I'm a senior and
To the Editor:
won't be back next year, Jocetyn
I organized the UNICEF drive McWhirter will fake over as the
this year and optimistically 1 organizer. So, if any of you want lo
thought we might collect around be a do-gooder and have some fun,
$200. Well, the total gs in and it's get in touch with her nexi
$2o6! I was shocked. All those Halloween. P.P.S. Thanks a bunch.
pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters,
ami bills more than filled my
Sincerely,
container-a three quart popcorn
David Doe
popper.
As many of you know, we've
been collecting for three.years here
at Trinity. The first year I worked To the Editor:
by myself and only did off-campus
Your editorial in the October 23
collecting, collecting just over $73. issue of the Tripod, "Of Course He
Last year I got organized and sent shouldn't Be Elected Again"
away for official UNICEF cartons demonstrates your lack of unand recruited about 10 people to derstanding of the political record
help me collect. Some dressed up, of President Carter. This record
others didn't, but we all had a great shows that the president has been
time for a good cause in gathering effective in achieving his goals as
up 5174, mostly in pennies. This stated in the campaign.
year also 20 people got in the act
You claim that he has been
with the fraternities AD, DKE, and ineffective in dealing with
PKA putting out boxes at their Congress; yet the senate ratified
parties. We even put out a box at the Panama Canal Treaties;
the Halloween dance in the Congress passed his Civil Service
Washington Room (That box only Reform measures and agreed to a
got 57 cents, but that restores six substantial portion of his energy
seriously dehydrated children to program. This does not take into
health and buys enough milk for a account the president's far
week in a small village.
reaching foreign policy accomI was surprised to see as much plishments, including the signing of
silver in the pile as I did. I guess the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty,
Trinity gave up quite a few pin ball the establishment of diplomatic
games because we had $109.25 in relations with China, and the
quarters, which as a math major, I successful negotiation of SALT II.
quickly divide to get 437 quarters. This is not the record of an inefThere was also about $50 in fective president hamstrung by
pennies. People used to ask me Congress.
"Are pennies O.K.?" With $72 in
President Carter's incumbency
bills and the rest in nickels and is most certainly a "gargantuan
dimes we had our total of $266. asset." He has initiated more
Let's just thank the good Lord for comprehensive programs than any
providing coin counting machines. present in fifteen years. He has
For those of you who are restored integrity to the presidency
skeptical about big charities, let me itself.
Is there anything wrong with an
give you a little info on UNICEF.
local
In 1978 UNICEF put over 75 "extremely intelligent
percent of its funds toward child politician" (direct quotes from your
health (52 percent of its total editorial) being elected president;

cont. from p. 10
27th was due to freshman class
members. Contrary to the author's
opinion, the fact is that an upperclassman, not a freshman, was
responsible for this incident.
--•-We--have suffered with the
physical effects of the fire extinguishers- in our rooms, lounges,
and floor- but we will not accept
any of the blame for this
occurrence. Furthermore, the male
freshmen on Jarvis III feel that
their relationship with the upperclassmen is very congenial. In
the future, we hope the Tripod will
have the integrity to make sure
than any letters to the editors
questioning the validity of articles,
are in themselves valid accusations.
Jarvis i n , Maie Freshmen

UNICEF

Carter iefencfed

SGA Studies Saga

dance floor while trying to live up
to it.
So, for these reasons, I stayaway from disco dancing. Women
have called me square and oldfashioned, and even urged me to
try a step or two with them; but I
can tell they don't know what
they're asking.

and doing so through the aid "of
brilliant
young
campaign
strategists" and thus avoiding
political indebtedness and compromise on major positions? A politician who campaigns and serves
with openness and honesty is not,
or should not, be considered a
"laughing stock."
We agree that
the electorate should not vote
sentimentally. The candidates for
the Democratic nomination and for
the Presidency itself should be
viewed on their characters and
their records, not their sentimental
appeal. It would be a grave mistake
for us to harken back to a time
which is gone forever and try to
relive the magic of yesterday.
The Trinity Carter Reelection
Committee

To "Appalled"
To the Editor,
What's all this I hear about
knocking racism? What's wrong
with races? A little competition is
always good now and then. But,
more importantly, what's all this
fuss about sexism? A little hankypunky is good for the circulation
and alnioit as good as races.
Oh no, Mr? Bill! Racism has
nothing to do with athletics and
neither does sexism. Misuse of
these terms only promotes further
misunderstanding. There was no
misunderstanding when the woman
heard "cunt" applied to herself.
Think of how "appalled" she must
have been when she was blatantly
referred to as an object. Sacrificing
this word in favor of a euphemism
(e.g. the four letter word on page 8)
would have detracted from the
entire issue of sexism.
Rhea Pincus
Gina Bonsignore
Rima Sirota
Michelle McCarthy

Tutoring
cont. from p. 3
Mulready's opinion, none have
been as good as the Trinity
volunteers.
This Montessori-based school
provides several special programs,
which include English as a second
language courses, a special
education class, and classes taught
in Spanish. The Spanish pupils at
McConough afford the Trinity
tutors with the opportunity to
develop their vocabulary since •
everyday spoken Spanish differs
from the classroom Spanish. Eight
Trinity tutors are capable of
speaking Spanish with their
students.
Mulready sees the tutors as
setting an example for the young
people.
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Prints Can Be Appreciated at Many Levels
by Barbara I. Selrao
were very atypical of standard book
Prints, defined as images made illustrations, others of which were
by using intermediary medium, examples of regular, fine quality
such as woodblocks or metal illustrations. "The Praying Mantis",
plates, have long been used as a by Picasso, stands out in this group
process for creating multiple as a unique print. Not only is it very
images. Since their conception, - unlike the standard fine line and
prints have served many purposes.
They have been used as shading illustration, but it manages
illustrations, souvenirs, moral and to blend the qualities of sketch and
social commentary, and as an art print in an outstanding way.
form that could be explored for its Worked in crayon, the fingerprints
own expressive sake.
of the artist are still visible, as he
"What's in a Line? Prints in strove to work and mold quick
Context," is an exhibition that strokes into an interesting, ambigpresents three separate ways prints ious representation of the insect.
have been used through the Used to illustrate Tristan Tzara's
centuries. Prepared by the Seminar book, "De Memoire d'Homme",
in Art History, certain prints have
been drawn from various sources, Wendy Jenning's description of
such as the Watkinson Library, and this piece in the booklet assures the
collected in three groups, Prints as viewer that both Tzara and Picasso
Illustration of Text, Prints as Social were more involved with the image
Commentary and Prints for of the insect and the implications of
Connoisseurs. Exhibited in the this image rather than its validity
Widener Gallery at the Austin Arts • as a text illustration.
Gallery, this show led the viewer
through a carefully planned tour of
"Walpurgisnacht" by Ernst
prints, that best typify the certain Barlach, is also a very interesting
themes.
print. Executed in crude, heavy
In the booklet presented along lines, this representation of
with the exhibit, each section is German holiday similar to
introduced by an explanation and Halloween, is a haunting, magical
description of the reason why picture, complete with Faust and
certain prints fit certain molds, and Mephistopheles, both bent on an
what significant and historical facts evening of devilry.
are important to the understanding
This grouping also included the
of the prints. For a better un- usual and often noted text
ierstanding of the exhibit, it is illustrations. AlbrechtDurer's "The
advisable to follow this booklet Four Horsemen" from the
prepared by the art historv majors, Apocalypse, was included, as well
who each selected certain prints to as the marvelously detailed, anil
iiscuss, and overseen by Aldtn metvcously colored work of John
uordonof the Fine Arts Depart- Woodhouse Audubon, (LSOII of
John James Audubon) in the nent. With this guide, the exhibit
selected print "Severn River Flying
becomes and enlightening exper- Squirrel and Rockey Mountain
ience, punctuated by fine prints Flying Squirrel."
which'(fascinate, titillate, amuse
This grouping did not stimulate
and soothe the viewer.
the eye or the imagination as much
The' first grouping, entitled as the other two did. It was a
"Prints" as Illustration of Text" simple, careful representation of
presented prints which illustrate prints that one is more or less
such texts as the Book of accustomed to seeing and can
Revelations,
books
about expect to find in books, especially
European
arthitecture and from other centuries. The second
collection, entitled "Print as Social
ioethe's "Faust". Eleven prints
were presented, several of which Commentary" presented a much

wider view of the many uses of
prints and the many different types.
These prints indicate the social and
moral framework of each artist, as
well as showing the distinct social
setting and mores the artist decided
to comment upon. Morality,
behaviour, war, propaganda,
political propaganda and superstitution are all attacked.
"The Four Stages of Cruelity"
by William Hogarth, represents a
heavy, moralistic comment
achieved by almost vulgar means.
In four prints, Hogarth illustrates
the heinous acts committed by a
certain man from childhood to
adulthood. Since the protagonist
finally has extreme evil performed
on him (his body dissected by
doctors after his death (last print),
with the especially good detail of
the dog eating his heart.) Hogarth
succeeded in establishing the fact
that good behaviour will save one
from such an end. The explanation
by Melinda Moore, found in the
exhibit pamphlet elaborates on the
story and the artist's intent.

A comment on superstitution
and injustice is made by Goya, by
his print "Aquellos Polvos" from
I'liolnlivl li.irlf", Idwniii'ld
the series Los Caprichos. It depicts
"The Praying Mantis" by Picasso, is one of the prints in the exhibit
a woman, victim of the Spanish
"What's in a Line? Prints in Contest," at the Widcncr Gallerv.
Inquisition, sitting on a platform,
abjectly listening to her con-exhibition booklet, "The Russian 'fj,js
group does show prints in
demnution, while suffering the broadside is crude and cartoon
their widest and most liberated
hostile stares of th,e crowd like, relying on slogans ana
surrounding her. Unlike moralistic symbols lo convey its message." forms.
Hogarth, Goya strives to wrench
The final part of the exhibition
M
"L'Houune Aphuman emotion and inequality of was the collection, entitled "JPrints puy© SB*Sa S e s t e t s »j»«««Mto"
the Inquisition.
for Connoisseurs." As described by expressive composition^ .i uistu:
the introduction to this part, the man leaning on his span?;1, resting
"Czar of the Reigning and Lord prints here are an eclectic group from work, in clean simple lines,
of the Ruling" by N. Kogouta, is illustrating many forms of etching, this small print intimates the
one of the few color prints in this many subjects, and many degrees monumental qualities of Millet's
exhibit. In startling oranges and of meaning. "In the 20th century, paintings, but expresses simply,
blacks, this prjnt is a satiric the triumph of the notion of art for within its confines, the power of the
comment on the many ruling art's sake has signaled printmaking lone figure,
factions in Russia, from church to experiments in every medium and
"Hoovering Geese" by Frank
state. Kogouta ranks these sections has called forth the invention of Weston Benson, though totally
in the form of a ladder of ascen- some new techniques." (Intro, to
unlike the intent of Picasso's
dancy, starting with wailing, Part III, the exhibition booklet.)
cont. on p. 13
praying church officials and
crowned by a stolid, sinister Czar.
Laren Lepanto described it in the
perform two Schubert songs:
by Dana Giddings
"Gretchen Am Spinnrad" and "An
On Friday November 16 anddie Musik," respectively.
Sunday November 18 at 8:15 pm
by Rachel Mann
is the Goodwin Theatre of the
The first piano will be joined by
situation; yet, as Chase points out, ever, one finally senses that this
Everyone is interested in hu- he "does not provide us with any man (with the maturity of an ado- Austin Arts Center, the Concert another as guest pianists Debbie
man sexuality. Everyone desires to solutions." Presumably, the an- lescent) has many hidden hand-ups Choir, directed by Gerald Moshell, and Suzanne Sobol perform
have stable, satisfying relation- swers are only found in one's self.
and paranoias. On the surface, will perform in its first concert of Poulenc's Sonata for Two Pianos.
ships with other individuals. What
Each of the four characters however, he represents the blatan- the year: "0-1-2-3-4 Pianos." The Moshell will join the Sobols at a
program includes instrumental, third piano for Mozart's Concert for
happens, thought, when soeicty, react and act like any person living tly perverse component of the play.
because of its marals and jeal- in any city environment in Ameri"The characters become so fra- solo and choral works from the "Praying Mantis," has the qualities
ousies, only succeeds in abusing can society. Says Kathy Dorsey, a gile," notes Chase. Truly, the classical realm spanning a period of of rough crayon and smudges that
Music for four pianos, chorus
and destroying love and sex?
senior playing Deborah, "1 have characters are representations of several hundred years, with the
featured work being Stravinsky's and soloists and six percussionists,
David Mamet deals with this never done a part which is so true "the fragility of our society."
will conclude the performance with
topic irj his perceptive play, to life." This realism on stage is
Danny and Deborah, on the Les Noces..
But the real star of this perform- Igor Stravinsky's Lcs Noces. Les
"Sexual .IVryersity in Chicago." frightening and disconcerting to other hand, are the more passive
Directed hy Tony Chase, a senior the audience which is accustomed figures in Mamet's play. Both are ance is the piano. The program is Noces promises an explosive finish
Theatre. Am major, and presented to merely sitting back and being heavily influenced by their best divided into five sets of works to an already exciting program.
by the Jesters, this performance entertained by scripts that are far friends; although they are not calling for piano accompaniment, The pianists "are Eggers, Grovel'
shocks its audience into the petti- enough removed to avoid discom- necessarily dependent. They emit and as the concert progresses, the '83, James Longenbach '81, and.
less and vulnerability of human fort.
an overall amiability and earthi- number of pianos performing Richard Bogdon '80. Leading the
percussionists will be Edward
lature.
The two dominating indivi- ness. "They fall into their relation- increases.
The concert will open with a Wroble '80. Soloists are Alice
"II show:; (he perversions of our duals, Joan and Bernie, are tragic- ahip quite naturally," says Chase,
grand' society and how it tears ally pathetic. Each one harbors "there is something so naive and series of a capella pieces — that is, Harlow '82. Grave Haronian '80.
•.part an unspoiled relationship," unresolved conflicts. As a result of innocent about them. There are with no accompaniement, piano or Paul Orlando '81. and Talbol po-vst
aid Chase, The play's plot is their carefully concealed insecuri- none of those externally imposed otherwise. The choir will perform '81. Conducted by Moshell, this
;ncapsukt!ed in a series of vign- ties, the depth and quality of their courtship rituals in their relation- madrigals by Thomas Weelkes and Stavinsky work will be one of the
relationships with other people are ship." This spontaneity is remark- Orlando di Lasso. This segment highlights of the 79-80 musical
;ttes involving four personalities.
season at Trinity.
Danny and Deborah fall in love. sacrificied.
able, considering society's tenden- will also see the debut of the newly
formed Chamber Chorus, comInitially, it is easy to indiscrim- cy to emphasize sexuality.
"0-1-2-3-4 Pianos" will be a
Eventually, they decide to live with
of 35 Concert Choir celebration of the piano, that
me another, leaving behind their inantly dislike the surface images
Unfortunately, their love affair posed
espective roommates, Joan and of Joan and Bernie. However, the is spoiled because they are unable members, performing two Monte- marvelous instrument which can
produce both the melliflous sounds
jernie. In the long run, both Joan precipitating content prevents the to handle the intensity of their verdi madrigals.
nd Bernie play upon the weak- audience from over-generaliza- emotions .and the "outside flack
Then as the first piano is rolled of a Schubert song and the
nesses and insecurities of their best tions. Joan is negativistic and from Bernie and Joan. Deborah on stage, the choir will begin its powerful stridency of Les Noces,
riends, causing a split-up of the always on the offensive •- one sur- wants much giving and expression second set, five Schubert works for and this fall's concert guarantees to
mises that this act is a means to from Danny. He is unable to satisfy chorus, solo voice and piano. This be quite a celebration. General
•wo lovers.
Although Mamet's show has a protect herself from any personal her demands because, as Ian set will be directed by Lenora admission is $2.50, $1-00 for
MacNeil, a senior playing Danny, Eggers '80, Soloists are Margorie Trinity students, personnel and
omic surface, the underlying affrontment,
Bernie,
at
first,
seems
to
be
a
notes,
"men have been taught not Sheffield '82, Lucy Cole '82, Scott senior citizens. For an unforgetnessage is deprcssingly infrospecNesbitt '83, and Kyle Saunders '82. table evening of rnusie, join the
ive. Mamet presents his audience "typical" male chauvinist who only to do that."
sees
women
as
sex
objects.
HowCole and Elizabeth Seager '80 will Trinity Concert Choir this weekend.
,,jvUh a distressing and sadly real
cont. on p. 13

Jesters

Present

Choir to Celebrate the Piano

Perversity
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by Sarah Jane Nelson
On November 17 at 8:00 in the
Goodwin Theatre, the legendary
Emlyn Williams will give his solo
performance of "Dylan Thomas
Growing Up". This entertainment
was created by Williams from
various stories of Dylan Thomas,
which significantly lend themselves
to the acting medium. Those
stories which provide the most
material are "Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Dog," "Quite Early One
Morning," and "Adventures in the
Skin Trade." The entertainment is
designed to move naturally from
one reminiscence to another.
Williams acted in the first stage

performance of the Welsh poet's
"under Milk Wood." The actor's
participation in this work of Dylan
Thomas made him aware that,had
the poet lived, the theatre would
have greatly benefited from his
genius. Thus, Williams was inspired
to bring together a selection of
Thomas's works, and incorporate
them into a theatrical entertainment, which would have at
its core the essence of the poet's
art. "Dylan Thomas Growing Up"
was given its first presentation in a
three month season at London's
Globe Theatre, then at Longacre in
New York. Williams never met
Thomas. Indeed, the first performance of Thomas by Williams,
was given two years after the poet's

death in New York in 1953.
It is fitting that both Welshmen
should have started their careers in
London at the young age of 18
Williams was free to leave
Glanrafon Wales when he received
an Oxford Scholarship. He then
went to London to begin his acting
career. William's play "Night Must
Fall' written in 1935, immediately
made him into an international
celebrity. By 1951, he had
established himself as both a
successful actor and playwright.
Bette Davis starred in his play "The
Corn is Green," and various other
celebrities such as Olivier and
Redgrave have starred in his
adaptation of various plays and
movies.
Dylan Thomas was not the first
subject of a solo entertainment
created by Williams, in 1950,
having read a biography of Charles
Dickens, Williams first formed the
idea of creating a play from
monologue rather than the usual
technique of dialogue. By 1951,
Williams had completed his
project, and was immediately
recognized as a successful innovator in the area of solo performance. Williams has taken
both solo performances all over the
world, from the United" States to
New Zealand, Australia to the
U.S.S.R., and from Canada to
Europe.

Photo by Arthur Cantor

Emlyn Williams, soon to perform here at Trinity in "Dylan Thomas
Growing up," to be presented Nov. 17,8:00, Goodwin Theatre.

He is as prolific a writer as a
performer. He is the author of what
he calls "early autobiographies"
entitled "George," "Beyond
Belief," and "Emlyn." Williams
latest project is that of preparing
the book and lyrics of "Spring!", a
musical based on one of his plays.
Emlyn Williams will turn a
young 74 on November 26, and the
Theatre Arts Department looks
forward to filling Goodwin •
Theatre, in pre-celebration, as the
actors performs "Dylan Thomas
Growing Up."

^
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Pike Party
Saturday night, Nov. 17, 9:00 p.m.
Free beer and punch.

'"MSKSW**^^

Arts Calendar

i

MUSIC
The Dresden State Orchestra, on its premiere American tour,
will appear at the Bushnell Memorial Hall on Tuts. NOV. 20. Curtain'jj
time at the Bushnell, is 8 p.m. For ticket information call 527-3123. j
Nov. 14, Utah Phillips will bring the "Golden Voice of the Great
Southwest" to Hartford. Concert will take place at St. Paul's
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m. Tickets range from S4.00 to S4.50.
For more information call 563-5263.
Nancy Curran, harpsichordist, will be guest artist at the
Hartford Conservatory's Humanities Seminar, Thurs. Nov. 29 at
12:30 p.m. in the Conservatory Music Room on 834 Asylum Ave.
For information call 246-2588.
Real Art Ways will present Charles Tyler, saxophonist, and
master of "New Jazz" on Sat. December 1st at 8:30 p.m. For more
information call 525-5521.
ART
Photographs by Candice Lenney will be on exhibit at the Austin
Arts Center on Nov. 29-Dec. 16. The exhibit is entitled "The
Restaurant Series.''
Real Art Ways presents an evening of recent work by Regional
Filmmakers, featuring an "open screening" and a party on Friday,
Nov. 30 at 8:30 p.m. The suggested donation is S3.00. For more
information call 525-5521.
Mr. Peter Knapp will be the speaker at the Watkinson Library
on Tues. Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. Mr. Knapp's lecture, entitled "Boxing
the Compass: Book Collecting Experiences," will be illustrated with
slides and is based on his extensive naval and maritime historycollection.
On Nov. 13, CPTV will produce the pilot program of a proposed
television series called "Good Grief America." Right now, CPTV is
looking for samples- of comedy writing from college students to be
included in the show. Credit will be given to the student authors.
"What's in a Line-Prints in Context" will be running through
November 21. at the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
THEATRE
The Jesters will presen "Sexual Perversity in Chicago,'
November 14, and 15 at 8:30 and Nov. 16 at 4:30, in Garmany Hall
Austin Arts Center.
The actor and playwright Emlyn Williams will perform his
one-man show, "Dylan Thomas Growing Up" at Trinity College's
Austin Arts Center on Sat. November 17 at 8 p.m. General
admission is S5.00, S3.00 for students and senior citizens. For more
information call 527-8062.

Prints Delight Viewers
cont. from page 12
aid the print on truly representing
its organic subject. Simple in
composition, the print's focal point
is the symetrically placed group of
geese.
The Art History majors encountered many problems in their
attempt to set up this exhibit. Building from the prints that they had
to work from, this idea of the three

different contexts for -prints
evolved. This exhibit gives, the
viewer the opportunity to appreciate prints at many levels- as
illustrations, as collector's items,
and as interesting and complicated
works of art.
This exhibit will be open to the
public until November 21. at the
Widener Gallery. Austin Arts
Center.

Play Explores Morals
cont, ttam page 12
Although the theme of "Sexual
Perversity" is loaded with societal
statements and a less-than-positive
view of human nature, Mamet
knows how to make his audience
laugh. The play is not only pertinent and timely, but it is thoroughly enjoyable and easily absorved. One is amused by quick witticisms, bizzare stories of Bernie's
sexual escapades, and fast-moving everyday banter. This production is definitely worth seeing.
It is fortunate that the Jesters
can provide this type of theatre for
the Trinity audience. According to
cast members, the Jesters have an
almost unlimited source of funds,
provided upon petition by the
student government. This theatrical organization is an effective
device with which to provide
"low-cost, alternative theatre
choices to Trinity," stresses Dorsey.
Unfortunately, there is a regretable lack of willing student
directors and a disproportionate
number of actors - especially
women - among the student
body. According to Dorsey, the five
or six actively involved in "Sexual
Ferversity" have carried all of the
snow's essential work-load.
In the past, there have been up
to fifteen Jesters productions in a

given school year. Hopefully, the
quality of Chase's directing, the
enthusiasm of his actors, and the
thematic conu-nt of his play will
create more student support and
participation.
Despite the fact that this
Jesters' production is directed by a
student, the professionalism of this
show does not suffer. The cast has
expressed great confidence in
Chase. "He is a superb director
who is coaxing, pleasant, and gratifying," states one of the actors.
As the President's Fellow in the
Theatre Arts and an aspiring actor/
director, "Sexual Pervisity" should
be both a fruitful and a successful
start to Chase's final year at
Trinity.
"Sexual Perversity in Chicago," which performs Wed. and
Thurs, Nov. 14 and 15 at 8:30. and
Fri.. Nov. 16 at 4:30 in Garmany
Hall of the Austin Arts Center, is a
"societal tragedy" about sexual
abuse and misuse and human vulnerability. There is "a shock value in
the language used by Mamet's
characters. The colloquialism and
the graphic swears could be
offensive. However, one should not
be put off by the subject matter or
the language in "Sexual Perversity," but rather, be startled at sodefy's sexual and emotional conditioning.
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More Sports
Varsity Soccer Ends Disappointing 2-8 Season
by William Billiard
In a game that epitomized
perfectly the painful 1979 soccer
season, the Varsity hooters fell lo
arch-rival Wesleyan last Wednesday, 1-0 in overtime, and ended
the schedule with a dreary 2-9
record. The defeat, the first one

significant one. The Cardinals had wild in the second half.
been a slight disappointment,
These second 45 minutes were
failing to live up to their playoff of a far finer caliber than were the
caliber of the last two years. first 45; both teams had fine opTo all appearances, this match- Trinity, meanwhile, had seen its portunities denied by their opup between the 4-5-1 Wes team and hopes for achieving respectability ponent's netminder, and the flow
the 2-8 Bantams was an in- dashed by a, tortuous schedule and, moved relentlessly up and down
for the second consecitive year, an the field. The Cardinals were
inability to capitalize on scoring victimized by a few shots off the
opportunities. As is always true, post, while Mr. Adil swept away all
however,
Trinity-Wesleyan in threats. Ken Savino, elected
anything is never insignificant, captain for 1980 before the game
especially for those involved in the (and being (he first to participate in
contest.
what is hoped will become a new
The Wesleyan seniors must tradition of the new captain joining
have had vivid memories of 1977, the old to lead the team in the
when the proud, playoff-bound Wesleyan game) was robbed by the
visiting goaler on an excellent blast
Cardinals were routed by an
to the upper right hand corner. The
aroused Bantam squad in Hartford, team worked hard and fought for
5-0, And who could forget 1978, every ball, as befit an occasion
when the gang from Middletown, such as this one. As the clock ran
again bound for the playoffs, down, the seniors could envision
played host to the 1-7-3 Bantams the termination of their careers
and was upset 2-1? In addition, being delayed for another twenty
minutes, as was indeed the ease
Wesleyan had just been denied in
when the two teams played a pair
its attempt to capture the Little of ten minute overtimes to decide
Three title outright when the the scoreless tie.
Ephmen from Williams upset
Everyone sensed that there
them. On the Trinity side, there could be no holding back now was the traditional fervor of
this was, after all, the Wes. The
(he Wesleyan game, enhanced by overtime period showed a conthe euphoric possibility (for the tinuation of the good play that had
seniors) of playing for four yearss characterized the second half.
and never tasting defeat at the With less than two minutes
remaining in the first overtime,
hands of Wesleyan.
Wesleyan broke the deadlock
when
its sweeper brought the ball
The game opened rather
quietly, a rarity in this rivalry, Both up ihe left wing and slid a pass
teams seemed neryous at. the acto»»,t^ewMktni»^, <w j 1L . re u was
outset, and both played fairly banged in bv a Wesley^ fnn-.Avd
cautiously in the first ten minutes. Trinity refused to subniff mi'cMv,
His hand on the Cardinal's left ankle, a Bantam defender demonstrates a sliding tackle in last neck's
Gradually, though, the pace and they pressured their foes
lgft overtime loss to Wesleyan.
[>h(|U) l)y C h a r , M RoMn( . eW
quickened
and the game heavily in the second overtime.
blossomed into a fairly wide-open But, when time ran mil, the
Scoreboard told only one story and
affair. Wesleyan had a slight
advantage in play, as their strong a bleak one at that; Wesleyan I,
defensive groups frequently th- Trinity 0. The Bantams had no
warted Bantam assaults and hit the reason to feel ashamed, but in this
ball up to the two huge Cardinal most vitrolic of rivalries; a loss is
terribly difficult to deal with,'
Several Trinity Soccer Alumni, forwards. Goalkeeper Tom Adil
especially
in overtime.
ably directed by the legendary Roy was called upon to make some
phenomenal
saves,
and
he
rose
to
Dath who coached Trinity Soccer
to a pair of New England Cham- meet every challenge in the first
pionships and one National title forty-five minutes. The Trinity
Thus, a season that began with
during the 1950s, took on the booters, while somewhat outplayed
Bantam Varsity Homecoming in the half, were by no means a good deal of promise ended in a
Morning and lost 3-1. Such talented overmatched, and they had several mast disappointing fashion, leaving
recent grads as Tom Lenahan, fine chances in the half as well. The the future of Trinity soccer a grand
Aaron Thomas, Peyton Fleming, Bantams had survived a potential question mark and forcing each
early dismissal by the fired-up booter lo wonder how things could
Larry Hallett, Jim McGrath, Randy
visitors, and it was their turn to go have been made a little different.
Pearsall, and goalie Al Waugh
Insanely
joined such ancient stalwarts as
funny,
Benny Tribken and Bayard Fichter
outrageous
to give the Trinity undergrads a
and
game. A highlight of the Varsity
irreverent.
attack was Captain Steve Slade's
the winningest record of any
goal. For the alumni Ousman
A coach, two players, and the Trinity coach in a. single sport.
Featuring Chevy C o t o r
Sallah, an Ail-New England player man who introduced the court
"Red" Faber, the finest player of
Chase
from the i960's who is now game to Trinity back in 1894, were
the late 1940s, came in second in
Gambia's Ambassor to the United the first four elected to open the
the voting, and will also take his
States and U.N. Representative, Trinity Basketball Hall of Fame.
pake in the Hall. Jim Belfiore,
was moved to comment: "I could
The committee of twelve (com- Trinity's all-time leading scorer
only play two minutes. I have no prised of Trinity Basketball alumni
with 1,369 career points from 1963more wind."
and friends) cast their ballots for 66, was third. Joseph D. Flynn,
their top five choices out of a field class of 1897, introduced the sport
SGPB Midnight Movie Madness continues with The Groove
*****************
of seventeen nominees. Ray to Trinity and acted as player
Tube on Saturday 17 November, in McCook Auditorium at
Oosting, coach from 1924-1958, was and/or coach until 1914. He was
Midnight.
the top vote getter, garnering seven elected posthumously. The four
Admission is only $.50.
first place votes and 45 total points will be formally inducted during
to lead the slate. Oosting posted a Trinity's Christmas Tournament
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
248-187 record during those years, during the last week of December.
against Wesleyan for any of the
team's seniors, came after an
exciting 90 minutes of play had
produced nary a tally for either
squad. To end a season on a losing
note is never a good time; but when
it comes against the hated (but

THE MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE

respected) Cardinals from Middletown, the result is very likely to
produce severe depression.

Alumni
Soccer

Basketball Hall of Fame

CASA
DI
TRAVEL

PHONE 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
2!9 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD.CONN.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap) $

•JOHN W. DULKA, PROP,

Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
Check-out our low rates
to Florida
OOMEN1CSCOTECE

(203)527-6400
422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN. 06106
across from D& D Package

JV/ISL Soccer Challenge
Trinity's JV Soccer Team took
on a team of Intramural Soccer AllStars (basically the ISL champions
Hurricane
plus
Brock
Veidenhetmer of the Assassins and
Joe Capasso of DKE) twice last
week, and failed to register a
victory. The first game was
Thursday,
and • tb? ISL
representatives emerged with a 2-0

victory. Their first goal came when
Mohammed Farah passed the ball
in the air to Bruce Berg, who
headed it in for the score. Pete Hill
then £. ole the ball from the JV
goalie and sent it in for the
clincher. On Friday George Abe
and Hank Jones both scored for the
ISL, but the JV's were back in form
and the game ended in a 2-2 tie.

'TTJ'
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More Sports
Turnovers Tell It All- Wesleyan 17, Trinity 7

Senior Bob Alraqulst leaps to break op Cardinal pass play. Despite
an injury Almquist was a mainstay in the Bantam secondary
throughout the season.
photo by Charles Rosenfield

Hockey Tied In
Opening Scrimmage
• by Nancy Lucas
The Trinity Hockey team
embarked on a new era last
Saturday as they met St. Nick's
Hockey Club at Taft School for a
preseason exhibition game. The
annual St. Nick's contest has been,
in the past, an exercise in Bantam
futility, as the college stars would
fall by large margins to the squad
made up of older, more experienced icemen. (In fact, one of
the foes in Saturday's scuffle was
Bantam alumnus Clint Brown '79.)
But the young Trin team showed a
scoring punch and the ability to use
the body as they came up with a 4-4
standoff. Goals by Bob Plumb
and Dave Roman, nine seconds
apart, gave the Bantams a 2-1 lead
after one period of play. Following
two quick St. Nick's goals early in
the second, the Trin skaters

»**

regained their footing and Joe
Upton and Bob Ferguson put the
Bantams on top once again, 43. Both teams were held scoreless
in the third period until, with less
than a minute remaining, St.
Nick's, utilizing an extra skater,
tallied a questionable goal on
netminder Dave Snyderwine to tie
up the contest.
Snyderwine did
an outstanding job in the nets that
period, coming up with fifteen total
saves. Steve Solik, the other
Bantam goalie, amassed-a total of
30 turnbacks, 21 in the second
stanza.
In a game peppered
with penalties, the Bants refused to
allow one power play goal while
garnering two themselves. Fine
work by freshman center Pat
Sullivan in man-down situations
should be commended. All in all,
the team performed well in this
their first outing.

Field Hockey All-Stars
by Nick Noble
Trinity's seven All-Star Field
Hockey players participated in the
North East Finals hald at LoomisChaffee School in Windsor this
past weekend in the cold and rain.
The Divison "A" First and Second
Teams (featuring the Trinity
contingent) were just two of over
twenty teams participating in the
tournament from which would
emerge the final four all-star
elevens to represent the North East
at the nations. The First Team
went undefeated on Saturday
morning, winning both of their
contests. Trinity's Dottie Bundy
scored one that morning. Lisa
Lorillard and goalie Anne Collins
also played well for the first team.
On Sunday the tables were turned,
however, and the first team
dropped a pair. Collins still looked
impressive. The Second Team,

coached by Trinity's Robin
Sheppard, and featuring Laurie
Fergusson, Ro Spier, Lisa Nolen,
and Carol McKenzie, went 1-1 on
Saturday. They tied the second
game, and won in a pentaly strokeoff. McKenzie scored in that
overtime frame. On Sunday they
won their first game, and were 0-0
twenty minutes into the second
when the day was called due to
inclement conditions. Also cancelled were the afternoon's trials,
to which both Lorillard and Bundy
had been recalled. The announcement of selections for the final
North East All-Stars were announced late last night.
The
Trippod will feature them in next
week's issue. The final North East
All-Stars will compete in the
nationals in Edison, N.J., over
Thanksgiving weekend.

by Nick Noble
Trinity Football lost to
Wesleyan on Homecoming Weekend 17-17, to end their season
at 2-6. Saturday's contest typified
the campaign: a strong, unflagging
defense, occasionally excellent
offensive progress, both negated by
the curse of 1979: the turnover.
The Bantams were intercepted five
times by the Wesleyan secondary,
and fumbled the ball thrice more
during the course of the game.
These alone told the story of
Trinity's defeat, as the home team
dominated the Men from Middle town in first downs (14-8) and
were virtually even in total offense
(268-275) gaining 135 yards against
Wesleyan's muich vaunted rushing
defense.
It was O-O at the half, and early
in the second stanza came the
brightest moment of Trinity's long,
wet afternoon. It was a straight
drop-back pass with no play-action,
Pat McNamara running a post
pattern. He caught the ball ahead
of the Cardinal defender, turned,
and carriet it into the end-zone for
the 20th TD reception of his 3-year
Varsity career, breaking Ron
Duckett's all-time Trinity record.
The fans went wild, mobbing
McNamara in the end-zone. The
kick was good and Trinity led 7-0.
But victory was not to be. A touchdown, an extra point, and a field
goal later, Wesleyan nursed a 10-7
edge going into the final minutes of
play. Their kickoff to Trinity was a
low bouncer, intentionally onsides,
and the Bantams held on for a good
field position: one last chance with
the clock winding down.
Palmer took to the air, passing
to McNamara for a long first down
to put Trinity within scoring range.
Two incomplete passes later (one
over the head of a wide-open
McNamara in the end-zone) it was
third and ten, and once again
Palmer looked for the score. The
Cardinal defense broke through
and came after the Bantam
quarterback. He turned and
scrambled to avoid the attackers
bent on the sack, and decided to
toss the ball. It landed in the arms
of a scarlet-clad Cardinal, who ran
all the way down the sidelines to
score, putting Wesleyan up front
and the game out of reach 17-7,
with just 17 seconds left on the
clock,
There were other, scattered

highlights of Trinity's game. The
defense played excellently, led by
Captain Chuck Tiernan and featuring key interceptions by Peter
Hoops and Tom McGowan. Bill
Holden fell just shy of his fifth
hundred yard game, with 93 yards
on the afternoon. Still, he broke
the 700 yard mark for the season,
the fourth finest sophomore season
total in history (just behind such
Trinity legends as Brickley, Sticka,
and Kiarsis).
It was not an easy campaign for
the 1979 Bantams: a talented team
but lacking both depth and experience. A handful of fine,
dedicated seniors say goodbye to
Jessee Field this year, having seen
Trinity
football
throughout
moments of both sunshine and
shadow.
Chuck Tiernan was the
Captain, the team leader, and the
squad's leading tackier. His defense
proved time and again that they
had what it took to bear up through
the rough season with very little in
the way of experienced back-up
players. Tiernan and the defense
were responsible for engineering
Trinity's 7-0 win this fall over highly
favored Williams before a Parents'
Day crowd. Tieman's leadership
and dedicated example will be hard
to replace.
Bob Myers and Jeff Mather
gave their all, in spite of injuries, in
the defensive trenches. In the
secondary
Tom
McGowan
displayed his talent for batting
aside or holding on to the opposition's passes, while Bobby
Almquist always covered his man
with tough tenacity.
Four offensive players take
their leave of Football on the
Summit. John Alexandrov was at
first unable to play due to injury
but he worked with the younger
offensive linemen throughout the
year as an unofficial coach and
adviser, providing them with
leadership and experience. In the
last two games he saw action in a
defensive
comeback,
Barry
Bucklin finally got to carry the ball
this fall and made a strong contribution both as a runner and a
blocker. Pete Jongbloed also did
yeoman work in an offensive
capacity.
Pat McNamara will not easily

be forgotten. His records are there
for all to see: the finest single
season performance of any Trinity
receiver (1978, where he led the
nation in all per-game receiving
categories), twenty career touchdowns, and with his 107 yards
receiving against Wesleyan on
Saturday, just nine yards short of
Ron Duckett's all-time yardage
mark. This year McNamara led all
New England receivers, and was
ranked third in the nation. Super
hands and the uncanny knack to
get open have been the trademarks
of Pat McNamara, AU-American
receiver. It would be hard to
compare McNamara and Duckett
to determine the better Trinity
receiver. Both saw days of glory
and defeat. Each played for three
years on teams that posted identical 13-13 won-loss marks during
that span. One had hands and
speed, another hands and a special
"sixth sense". Neither was very
big. Suffice it to say that they share
the spotlight as the two finest
receivers in Trinity history'.
The future bodes well for
Trinity Football. The entire offensive line will return, as will both
quarterbacks, all a year older and
wiser. In the backfield Holden will
once again, stamp his dynamic
brand of running on the Trinity
offense. Along with Holden will be
Mike Elia, who as a freshman this
year shared with McNamara the
team scoring honors with five
touchdowns of his own .for 30
points. Jim Samsel and Bob
Reading are fine receivers who
should step ably into Pat
McNamara's shoes.
Defensively, the returning line
might have some trouble, Still'Joe
Penella, Glenn McLellan, Bob
Grant, and Joe Scott will all be
back. Bill Schauffler and Chip
McKeehan will form the bulwark
of a solid linebacking corps, while
Frank Netcoh and Mike Goss
provide strength at the ends. Five
players will return to vye for the
secondary spots: Tom Savage.
Mike Tucci, Pete Hoopse Nick
Bordieri, and Paul Romano.
So another season comes to a
close: the record nonwithstanding.
a season where the curtain was
rung down on one brilliant Trinity
career, and perhaps the rising of
another star or two graced the
Bantam horizon.

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
It was an afternoon of scattered beauty, weighty with sentiment, old'memories, and a kind of
smiling sadness. Homecoming is a traditional thing, and tradition is rooted firmly in the past. Yet this
was a special weekend, because both the past and the future came together here in the present, and
reinforced the continuity of Trinity and Trinity athletics.
Nowhere was the blend between past and present more apparent than in the football programs. On
the cover, tinted to a shade of sunset, was Pat McNamara, number 12, leaping, poised to catch the
football spiraling down to him. He is now, his goals and achievements still alive in the spontanaeity of
the spectacle about to unfold. Just turn the page, one fold and then the next, and one catches a
glimpse of what has gone before. Ron Duckett, number 85, kicking gracefully through the air, the
football caught, held tight to his body. He is then, his goals relized, his achievements alive in the
memories of a generation.
Nowhere was the gap between present and future transcended more openly than on the field itself,
where the team of tomorrow played alongside the nine seniors who had dressed for their last game.
The outcome was not as important as what it all meant. A rite of passage, where records are not sei
becaure someday thev will be broken. Where the players of yesterday gather to watch those of today
and tomorrcIt's not simply Pat McNamara breaking Ron Duckett's records, or Bob Reading
setting his
s on them. It is an ever-continuing process - the perpetuation of a time honored Trinity
athletic tradu.jfi.
#* # $ # * * # * * $ #* $ #
The Trinity Basketball Hall of Fame was inagurated this past weekend with the election of its first
four members. The idea is a strong one. As a member of the selection committee 1 fee! a significant
step has been made towards permanent and public recognition of great Trinity athletes. It cannor stop
there, however. There are other sports, both men's and women's, and eventually there should be a
Trinity Athletic Hall of Fame, to honor the best from every avenue of sporting endeavor on the
Summit.
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Waterpolo Places Seventh In Easterns
Hinton Finishes As All-Time High Scorer For N.E. Champs
practice all week. Also those who
were, at practice could not muster
This past weekend the Trinity the enthusiasm or the intensity they
Waterpolo Team ventured to had before winning the chamMonmoufh College in New Jersey pionship.
to compete in the Easterns. There
was a lot of pressure on them to do
In their first game agaagainst
well. They were the New England Johns Hopkins the Ducks never got
champions, and the entire school going. They only managed to score
was counting on them. However, six times throughout the game.
the Ducks only finished seventh Their defense looked much better
out of eight teams.
and Line Collins was great in the
goal, but Hopkins still scored nine
Not wishing to make excuses, it times. Hopkins went on to lose to ,
is still necessary to clarify the Princeton in the finals.
situation. The weekend before
when the Ducks won the New
The next team the Ducks faced
England Championship they were was Monmouth College. In this
gone for three days and fell far contest the Ducks began to show
behind in their work. Then they their old style of play and held a 7-5
had to look forward to travelling 24 lead at the end of the half. Early in
hours in their own cars to go to the third period the Ducks gave up
West Virginia which meant three quick goals and could never
another five days without work, so make them up, losing 12-9. Mike
most of the Ducks could not make Hinton and Rich Katzman teamed
by Richard Katzman

up for eight of the nine goals the
Ducks scored. Franck Wobst
picked off the ninth. Even though
all the scoring came from these
three, everyone was involved in the
offense. The entire team set picks
or threw passes to the open men.
Murphy had three assists — twice
he could have shot, but he passed it
to a player with a better angle.
Another thing the team faced
was the refereeing which was
completely different from that of
last week's. This change in the
interpretation of the rules was the
single most important factor in the
Ducks' losses. However, by the
third game the Ducks had adapted
and crushed West Virginia 14-5.
This team was the best in West
Virginia, therefore the Ducks are
now the unofficial champions of
that state. This victory was
accomplished by the entire team;

even the Ducklings got into the
game. Every player either scored
or assisted in a goal except for the
goalies, who .were awesome in
allowing only five Virginia tallies.

Trinity College Record Book on
several occasions. Both were
named to All-New England berths,
Murphy, Wobst, Collins, Tic
Houck and Len Adam were all part
of the success of the team.

For Mike Hinton, Ted Murphy,
Even with the loss of five
Rich Katzman, Franck Wobst and
seniors
the Ducks will be back ta
John Chandler, this was their last
official game. But none of them force next year. Their starting team
have any regrets about this will probably consist of Houk,
weekend; they were satisfied by Adam, Pike, Merin, Parrow, the
winning the New England scoring machine, Kaplan and their
Championship —- a feat never star goalie Line Collins. They will
before accomplished by a Trinity also have help from Peabody,
College waterpolo team. Much of Choy, Gray and Muserlian, the
their success was due to Hinton Moose, plus a new crop of
and Murphy, the Co-Captains. Ducklings.
During the course of this season
************
many records were broken. The
greatest of these was Hinton
becoming Trinity's all-time high
The Ducks wish la express their
scorer. Hinton and Katzman also thanks to everyone that has supbecame members of Rob Calgi's ported them all year.

' 7 caught it, I was by Mm,
I felt Mm fall, and I knew
I had it."
-Pat McNamara on his record breaking touchdown
McNAMARA'S RECORDS
Career -141 catches [1977-79], 2nd all-time
2,280 yards receiving, 2nd all-time
20 TO received, 1st all-time
1979 - First in New England, receiving
Third in the nation, receiving
[47 for 727 yds., 5 TD]
Season - 67 catches [1978]
1,024 yards receiving [1978]
1978 -First in New England, receivim?
nTD[1978].
First in the nation, receiving

". . . breaking the record was a
great feeling, but I'd trade it all
for a win.''
F..V
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